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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for
ROY.

Volume XIV.

AH,

NkVMkxíco.

Mora County.

and with Firmnetá in the Right"
Urcrmrrr Í5 1917.'

SatTirday.

IS D M h

Revised Boards

Red Cross News Trnth about War

ER 47

Made J45.00

The entertainment for the
The list of the Revised Local
We have received from the U.
Draft Boards, Legal Advisory benefit of the Red Cross Satur
S, Committee on Public InformaBoards and Boards of Examining day night attracted a large crowd
tion, composed of duly auPhysicians, is published for the to the Hall and entertained it
thenticated extracts from writ; counties of the state this week.
with a variety of attractions as
1
ings and speeches from German
We note that the changes in shown by the Program last week
authorsclergy and the war mathe Local Draft Boards leave this The receipts from the sale of
chine from the Kaiser down
end of Mora County without a tickets amounted to over $45.00
the other a record of the war
representative. The new board Those who took part in the pro
practices of German'; since the
being, Patricio Sanchez, C. U. gram worked hard in rehearsals
beginning of the war.
Strong of Mora and James R. in order to offer something worth
Some of the blackest pages in
while and their efforts were apDavis of Wagon Mound.
all history a documentary record
The Legal Adyisory Board for preciated. ,Thetalkon "Soldier
of "words and deeds that make
Mora County is Stanley A. Foutz Life" in the Camp by Lieut.
one despair of the future of the
Wagon Mound, C U. Stionj, Belknap was one of the worth
human race."
Mora, and Frank A. Roy, of Roy while numbers and the Military
The dumbfounding evidence
In all the other Counties a Drill by a dozen little boys was
which this book presents to the
Board of Examining Physicians really fine.
jury of mankind is drawn mainhas been appointed but in Mora The spirit which prompts gen'
ly from German and American
County this matter has been re- erous support of the Red Cross
sources, and includes official proferred to the Advisory Boards of activities is most commendable
Dr. Sale had an experience clamations and utterances of the
San Miguel and Colfax counties. and the efforts of the tireless
Saturday and Sunday which he responsible heads of the Imperial
This places it in the hand3 of workers for the cause deserves
He was German Government, letters and
will not soon forget.
E, C. Crampton, John Morrow such recognition.
called to the Noyes home near diaries of German soldiers' quoand Charles M. Bayne, of Raton
Sabinoso to attend the little son, tations from German newspapers
and Steven B. Davis, Jr. W. G
The Christian Endeavor
who was seriously ill with pneu and material drawn from the
Hcydn and 0. A. Larrizolo, of
to be of mors than usual
monia. ' He drove down the can- archives of the State Department
Las Vegas, to select our examinyon road with a Ford where most wnicn lay Dare ana story ox in-- .
interest Sunday evening. The
ing Physicians for us.
people prefer to go horseback, conceivable German atrocities.
leaders are to be Messrs. Stephen
Just what the reason for this Russell and Loyd Scott. The
probably the first car to attempt
The purpose of the book is to
action is we do not positively subject - - War and Peace. Specthis hill. He returned via La-- show that the system of
know but a great .many people
Cinta Canyon and the Solano hill
ial talk1? by Prof. Jjhnson, J.
itself the greatest atrocsituation
onto
who
well
are
the
pulled
with
a
up
be
to
it
had
and
Floersheim and Mr. Ogden.
ity, is the definite policy of the
gussees
very
here
make
.axilar
team.
the boys of
It is noted
German Government, so sinister
at it. It would not be wise for Roy are taking an interest in the
that German soldiers have themus ti publish the condenses of Endeavor and that they aro effJas. W. Johnson, Sr. returned selves
at times revolted. Indiopinion here now.
Saturday from El Paso, where he
icient and heady leaden and envidual acts of wanton cruelty and
One thing is agreed here that joy taking an active part in
h
took his little daughter for an
tiu
barbaric destruction are cited ona
the wcrk of Dr. Plumlee
operation to restore a misplaced
meeting.'.
It is a hepeful sign
ly to illustrate the operation of
member of the former board was when the: o roys who
hip joint. It was found noces
Is a practical Gift that will not pass
are to help
the remorseless system.
absolutely just, impartial and
sary to leave her in care of her
re-r
first
with
tli3
civiliza
run
a
be
Yuktide
constant
No civilized man can read this
competent.
It may bo that he tion tn a s:a!e never before
nurses for several weeks. The evidence and
n.ir.der.
i.ot feci that there
y
i
V's net caution enough in safc;
showed that the ball of
,.,WC(lK.M
.r.
is but one sou roo to pursue i'cr
panting nimseir .rncl wo trust for the t:'.ik in, this manner.
the joint was two inches above the salvation
of the human race
the new arrangement however
where the socket hud grown full
the utter crushing of Germany
of ossecus matter and an opera: asa.
em,vf humiliating to Mora County, will,
'
It appeals to
.
result in absolute justico to all the r,aí of
ti n was the only recourse. The
as a glorious thing to take
ui
E;
Vceder
of La? Voras is com-tJr- c
register d men. If it dees';
prospect; is very good for her part in
thc.de?truction of suii
co.mee-- .
complete recovery,
Boys
monster and
Hon with the Democratic nomination for governor in 1P18. A
The new Methodist mimster who are permitted to .strike a
Roy Evans is home on leave of
'
number of s tate newspapers have
will preach next Sunday morn- physical blow at such an enemy
absence from Camp Funston and
commented favorably upon the
ing and evening. Everyone cor- are to be envied. We who can
called to visit a few minutes
not use the implements of war
suggestion made by Mr. Veeder's
dially invited.
Monday.
He is having the time
'
be1
content in doing the
friends that he would make a
Special attention is called to must
!!
!!!!!!! ilíüüü IÍÍÜÜ1Ü3 of his life at the camp, has been
things that will give more power t!l ÜIIHÜílliiilüIüüüilíüiiiliiiülíÜiü
strong
candidate for the executhe Church directory in the
acting Corporal and ' training
tive job. They base their boom
where the prescnf plan of ser- to their punch.
hard and hopes to Le Orderly
To get the Book, Address:
for the Las Vegan on his sterling
vices for the Roy and Mills cirSergeant or take a squad to train
Committee on Public Informato the party in the ranks
service
cuit may be found.
T
.
vvnen ne
.iioy was and as county chairman
tion,
of San
one out of 500 who passed a pernlm;i!!!!ií! liiiiiti ;n;lí'l iiiniiniiiiiiififiníinnininiiniiiiniiiiiiifiiJiiíiH
10 Jackson Place,
Mrs. C. L. Wensell returned
Miguel county, where a militant
fect physical examination and
Washington, D. C.
Sunday from an extended visit at
Ernest Collins, a brother cf his knowledge of Spanish made democracy has managed to keep
Santa Fe" and Las Vegas. She
Mrs. Irvin Ogden, accompanied him useful to his officers. His things interesting for one of the
4- -l
has been taking treatment at Mr. and Mrs. Jess Davenport,
county
by his little nephew, Weston one grief is that they can't get strongest. Republican
Vegas for her arm which has of the Roy Garage, are the proud
organizations
in
the
Mr.
state.
Pelphrey, of French, were week- "Over and at 'em" sooner but
parents of a fine baby girl, born
been acting badly of late.
is well known as a leadVeeder
end visitors in Roy. Mr. Collins he has the right conception of
Monday, Dec. 10th.
has been engaged in gold mining army life and is certainly a ing lawyer of the state and sucErnest Anderson has accepted
at Nolan, Alaska, for the past soldier to make you look twice cessful business man and his
The Roy Union Sunday School
the position of clerk in the Fair-vieservices as legal adviser to the
twenty years and this is his with admiration.
Pharmacy and is on the job last Sunday voted unanimously
late Governor E, O. De Baca
second visit home. He owns and
He reports George Lamb, one
this week. He has moved into to urge upon Congress to submit
brought him into considerable
operates extensive mining pro of our Roy Boys, has lost his
the Kitchell block from the farm to the states the proposed Nation
CROjgtJ
perties and his description of reason and is now in an asylm in prominence. His trier.ds point
and will reside in town this win- - al Prchibition Amendment, and r
americanred
out that his record is an unasconditions and methods are in California.
a committee was appointed to
ter.
sailable one and that he is and
tensely interesting when you
transmit the same to Congressalways
has been an aggressive,
can get him to talk about them.
We are in receipt of an inter- man Walton.
Anent the matter of roads on dependable and courageous DemTheir shafts are sunk 200 feet
esting, letter from Mrs. C. K.
this mesa, Why don't we get ocrat and is a man of outstanding
The case against Frank Howell
thru frozen drift and the gold is busy and declare every
formerly of Solano. They
An old Fashioned Chilli Dinner
section executive ability and brains.
have just returned from a visit who was charged with stealing will be served at the Community in the' layer next to the rock bot- line a highway and be done with
of three months with their child- his own cow was tried .in Judge Hall in Roy, Saturday, Decem- tom. It is in frozen mud and is this everlasting petitioning? It
ren in Montana to their home at Foster's Court last week and he ber 15th.for the benefit of the thawed loose by live steam from would be a far easier matter to Miss Bessie Wood left TuesWhat Cheer, Iowa, making the was acquitted and given custody Red Cross. All are urged to nozzles driven into it, wheeled in have all lines highways and ltt day for her home at Strong City
trip in a Ford. They are both of the cow. There was a lot of come and get a real chilli dinner wheel barrows to the shaft and the persons interested petition Kansas. She plainly would feign
and ten" misunderstanding, blunders and and help the cause along, Coffee hoisted to the surface where it is for the discontinuance of the few have stayed here but duty and
nearing "Three-scor- e
relatives called and she went.
but pronounce it the trip of their some selfishness evident in the and be? ns will be served with it. piled up during the winter and lines impractical for roads.
'
Miss Wood has been a very
sluiced
in
the
when
summer
the This wire gate curse snt tolerlives. They think of coming case.
Dinner will be served from 11,
useful
citizen as well as a very
snow
water
down
comes
from
back to their farm at Solano
A. M. until the snnnlv is ev- ated in other states - - why sh iuld busy
during her stay with
one
the
mountains.
f
again sometime.
has a fine line OIhaustod.
The
it be here? The large majority
spend
He
us.
will
some time in
special stereotyped headings and
of our people who' came from
California getting some special
Christmas
advertisers
borders
for
other states leave the section
LIEUT. BELKNAP
machinery and then return to
Guy E. Miller and wife of Den
The samples in this issue will
line roads open voluntarily, why
The Griner Sisters are advised Alaska. He expects to work
Lieut. C. Y. Belknap, of Roy show you how attractive they
out should they be compelled to open ver , Colorado arrived Sunday to
that their brother, A. F. Griner his holdings during the next three
our first Commissioned Officer are.
gates for the selfish or ignorant? visit their father, W. K. Miller
of Lockport, Calif, and Miss years and then come back to
week
town,
came
last
this
from
the We could have this put across if who has been seriously ill at
Bessie Brockman, of Lathrop, states to live.
to visit his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Kitchells for a week. Mr. Miller
M.' W. A. Regular meeting
we would only get busy all
Calif,
F-were married Wednesday
&
of
Belknap
the
C. C.
in company with H. M. Applegate
Saturday night Dec. 15th. at
and demand it.
Depot. He has been Principal of I. O. O. F. Hall to elect new of this week. Mr. Griner is redrove
out in his father's Ford to
Miss Theresa Matthews, the
membered by many friends in
Schools at, Capitán N.M. for four officers. Be present.
his
land on the Hoggatt
see
efficient book keeper at the Roy
Roy since his visit here a couple
D.
M.
years and recently graduated
Dr.
Gibbs
leased
has
the
tract.
Trading Co. has been seriously
business room in the new Flcer-sheifrom the officers Training Camp
The trial of the Arohuleta vs of years ago. His friends here ill this week.
felicitajoin
his
in
with
sisters
Block and will occupy it
with a commission of First Lieut Floersheim case will be held at
C. L. Wensell, Mgr. of the Roy
After Holidays he will go to Las Vegas Friday of this week. tion. We had thought to suggest Floyd Ivey and wife and baby January 1st with his Fairview
Co. has been seriously
Trading
is
now
ice
broken
that,
Sunday
that the
returned home
and Floyd Pharmacy, A swell new
Camp Travis, San Antonio, Tex.
The Editor is a withess and
ill
Grippe
and was confined
with
etc.
tut there are four of is back athispostatFloersheim's
will be a part of the
to report for- - active duty and had to hustle out the paper that
to
bed
his
jeaving
the store to
will proDaDiy oe in a ranee in he could go with some 40 other them and we feel that we are after a very pleasant visit during new fixtures. Doc. will move his
force.
the
his
vacation.
needed here a while longer.
family into the Kitchell building.
active service before, spring.
witnesses. Hence news shortage.
The Ladies of the Red Cross
are rejoicing over the announcement that they are to be granted
a Chapter at Roy, with jurisdiction over the towns this side of
the River. They have done well
as an Auxiliary at Large but
there are mtny advantages to be
gained by being a regular Chapter. They sent their first shipment of knitted articles to Headquarters at Denver Saturday, it
consisted of a number of sweaters, helmets, socks and wristlets
and there were a number of each
Another shipment was made
Wednesday and they have many
more knitted articles nearly
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CHAPTER

Continued.

21

"Sol Let U8 go outside and learn
more about this." Longorlo waved bis
mea before him, and followed thero out
of the room and down the hall and
Into the night
When a moment or two had dragged
past, Dolores Quavered, "What are
they going to do with him?"
"I don't know. Anyhow, you need

not fear"
There sounded the report of a gunshot, deadened Indeed by the thick
adobe walls of the bouse, yet sudden
and loud enough to startle the women.
When Longorlo reappeared, he found
Alnlre standing stiff and white against
the wall, with Dolores kneeling, her
face still burled In her mistress' gown.
"Give yourself no concern," he told
them, onlckly. "I beg a thousand pardons i e Felipe. Henceforth no one
will miiicst yon."
MWns

that a

faintly.

shotr Alulre

Inquired

"Yes. It Is all settled."
"You killed him?"
The general nodded. "Purely for the
sake of discipline one has to be firm.
Now your woman Is badly frightened,
fiend her away so that we may reach
an understanding."
.
"Oh hi This is frightful," Alalre
gasped.
"I can't talk to you. Go
Let me go."
The man pondered for an Instant
"Perhaps that would be better," he
agreed reluctantly, "for I see you, too,
are unstrung. Very well I My affairs
will have to wait Take a few hours
to think over what I have told you.
When you have slept you will feel
differently about me. You will meet
me with a sinlla, eh?" He beamed
hopefully.
"Sleep? You expect me to sleept"
"Piense," he begged. "Beauty Is like
a doliente flower, and sleep Is the dew
that freshens It. Believe me, you can
rest tn nil security, for no one can
come or go without my consent You
are cruel to postpone my delight ; nevertheless, I yield to your feelings. But,
star of my Ufe, I shall dream of you,
and of that little priest who waits with
the key to Paradise In his bands."
lie bowed over Alalre's cold fingers,
then stood erect until she and Dolores

had gone
CHAPTER

XXII.

The Priest Prom Monclova.
That was a night of terror for the
Although Longorlo's disciwomen.
pline was In some ways strict, In oth-er- r
It wns extremely lax. From some
quurter his men had secured a supply
of mescal, and, forgetful of Felipe's
unhappy fate, '.hey rendUd the hours
hideous. There Wfre singing end quarreling, and a shot or two sounded from
the direction of the outbuildings. Morning found both, Alalre and Dolores
endly overwrought
But they felt
some relief upon learning that the general had been unexpectedly summoned
from his bed at daylight, and bad ridden to the telegraph office.
Profiting by his absence, Alalre ventured from her room, racking her brain
to devise some means of escape. But
soldiers were everywhere; they lolled
around tha servants' quarters; they
dozed in the shade of the ranch buildings, recovering from the night's debauch; end an armed sentinel who
paced the hacienda road gave evidence
that despite their apparent carelessness, they had by no means relaxed
their vigilance. A round of the premises convinced Alnlre that the place
was actually guarded, and showed her
the futility of trying to slip away. She
realized, too, that even If she managed
to do so, her plight would be little
better. For how could she hope to
cover the hundred miles between La
Feria and the Bio Grande when every
jeon was an enemy?
She was standing in one of the open,
inshless windows when her former
protector, the old lieutenant, bade har
good morning and paused to smoke a
ágarette.
great night, wasn't
'Well, It was
It?" he began. "And we have great
news this morning. We are going to
tight you gringos."
"I hope not."
"Yes; it will probably go hard with
you. Tell me, this city of Washington
m a fine city, mnd very rich, Is it not?"
"Oh. yes."

"It's full of loot, eh? Especially the
president's palace? That Is good. One
can never believe all one hears."
"Why do you ask?" Alalre was curious.
"I was thinking it would pay us to
go there. If your soldiers march upon
Mexico City, it would be a brilliant
piece of strategy for General Longorlo
to Invade the Dnlted States, would It
not? It would be funny to capture
Washington and hold your president
for ransom, eh?"
"Very funny," Alalre agreed dryly.
"How would joa go about It?"

Pancho shrugged.
"That 1 the
We would have to march
trouble.
presume."
around Texas,
"Around Texas?"
"Yes. You see, Texas Is a bad country; It is full of barbarians who know
how to fight If It were not for Te&as,
we would have the United States at
our mercy." After some consideration,
he ventured this opinion: "We could
afford to pay the Texans for allowing
us to ride through their country, provided we stole nothing and paid for
the cattle we ate. Well, Longorlo is
a great one for schemes ; he Is talking
over the telegraph with somebody at
this moment Perhaps It Is the presl
dent of Texas."
"You are a poor man, are you not?"
Alnlre Inquired.
"Miserably poor." .
"Would you like to make a great deal
of money?"
"Dios! That is why Pm a soldier.
"I will pay you well to get me two
horses "
But old Pancho shook his head vig
orously.
"Impossible! General Longorlo Is going to marry you. We all
got drunk last night to celebrate the
wedding. Yes, and the priest Is waiting."
"I will make you rich."
"Ho I wouldn't live to spend a single
disobeyed orders, and
peso. Felip
the general shot hhn before he could
cross himself. Boom! The poor fellow was passed In a minute. No. We
will all be rich after we win a few
battles and capture some American
cities. I am an old man; I shall leave
the drinking and the women to the
young fellows, and prepare for my old
age."
Seeing that she could not enlist Pon
clio's aid, Alalre begged him to fetch

!

1

the priest
"You

wish

spiritual

comfort,

nors ?"
"Perhnps."

lie

SPANISH-AMERICA-

has done worse things." After a moment's consideration, be said: "Of
course it Is possible that I misjudge
him. Anyhow, If you desire me to do
o, I will refuse to perform the ceremony. But Pm afraid It will Just
mean nun for both of us."
"Surely he wouldn't harm your
The futher shrugged. "Wh&t am It
An obscure priest Many of my brothers are burled In Mexico. However,
I shall do as you wish."
As the day wore on Alalre realized
even more clearly the fact that she
was Lougorlo's prisoner. His men, in
spite of their recent debauch, kept very
good WHtch over her, and tt was plain
that they would obey his orders, no
matter how extreme. It occurred to
her finally that he was staying away
purposely, In order to give her a fuller
appreciation of her position so. that
she might beat her wings against the
cage until exhausted.
Afternoon came, then evening, and
still Longorlo did not return. Father
O'Malley could give scant comfort;
Dolores was a positive trlaL
Half distracted, Alalre roamed
through the house, awaiting her captor's coming, steeling herself for their
final battle. But the delay was trying ;
she longed for the crisis to come, that
this terrible suspense might be ended.
At such an hour her thoughts naturally turned to Dave Law, and she
found herself yearning for him with
a yearning utterly new. His love bad
supported her through those miserable
days at Las Palmas, but now It was a
torture ; she called his name wildly, passionately. .He knew her whereabouts
and her peril why did he not come?
Then, more calmly, she asked herself
what he, or what anyone, could do
for her. How could she look for succor when two nations were at war?
Night had come before she finally
gave up and acknowledged the hopelessness of her situation. She bad
fought bravely, but with darkness her
fears grew blacker. She was on the
verge of her first breakdown, when,
In the early dusk outside, she heard
voices and the stamping of horses'
hoofs. The sounds were muffled by
the heavy wooden shutters she had
taken pnins to close and bar, but they
told her Longorlo had returned. Since
It was futile to deny him entrance, she
waited where she wns. Old Pancho's
voice sounded outside; then thero
came a knock upon the door of the
room In which she stood.
"Come In," she said tensely.
The lieutenant thrust his head In,
and, removing bis hat, announced,
"There is someone here to see General Longorlo on Important business.
ne says you will do."
"L"
"Yes.

us'

He says he Is one of
Pancho was pushed aside, the door
"Well, he doesn't look like much of was flung
back, and a man strode
a priest but probably he will do. As
for me, I don't believe In such things.
Churches are all very well for ignorant
people, tyit we Mexicans are too intel
ligent ; we are maKing an en a or tneuv;
The priest was a small, whlte-balreman with a gentle, almost timid, face,
and at the moment when he appeared
before Alalre he was In anything hut
a happy frame of mind. He had undergone, he told her, a terrible experience.
His name was O'Malley. He had come
from Monclava, whence the rebels had
banished htm under threat of death.
He bad seen his church despoiled of Its
valuables, his school closed; he himself had managed to escape only by a
miracle. During his flight toward the
border he had suffered every Indignity,
and finally Longorlo had Intercepted
him and brought him here, practically
in chains.
"What a situation I What chaos I"
he lamented. "The land is overrun
with bandits; there Is no low, no authority, no faith; religion is made a
mockery. The men are becoming Infidels and atheists, and In many places
they will not allow us to give comfort
even to their women."
"Is it as bad as that?"
Father O'Malley shook his head sadShe Heard Dave's Voice Faintly.
ly. "You've no Idea. What do you
think of a people who forbid the menswiftly into the lamplight He paused,
tion of God's name in their schools?
That Is what the revolutionists are blinking as If momentarily blinded, and
doing.
Candelería claims that the Alulre clutched at the nearest chair
support A roaring began In her
churches are the property of the state. for ;
He confiscates them, and he charges ears she felt herself sway forward as
admission.
He has banished all ex- If the strength hnd left her knees. She
cept a few of us priests, and has heard Dave's voice faintly ; he was say
shamefully persecuted our Sisters of lng:
"Take care of my horse. Feed and
Mercy. Oh, the outrages! Mexico Is,
today, the blackest spot on the map water her well, Understand? When
Longorlo comes tell him I am
of Christendom." His voice broke. General
waiting
here."
"That Is the freedom, the liberty, the
As if In a dream, Alalre saw the
democracy, for which they are fighting. That Is the new Mexico. And Mexican go out, closing the door bethe federals are not a bit better. This hind blm. 'Then she saw Dave come
Longorlo, for instance, this wolf he toward her, heard him speak her name,
brings me here, as his prisoner, to sol- felt his arms around her.
Alalre did not swoon, but she never
emnize an unholy marriage He treats
me like a dog. Last night I slept In a could remember very distinctly those
first few moments. Scarcely knowing
filthy hovel"
"Oh I I'm sorry," Alalre exclaimed. what she did, she found herself cling"But I'm half crazed with my own ing to her lover, laughing, weeping,
troubles. You must come Into the feeling him over with shaking hands
house ; the best I have Is yours. You that would not be convinced of his
shall be as much my guest as I can reality. She was aware of his kisses
make you, and perhaps you will help upon her lips, her eyes, her hair; he
was saying something which she could
me to escape."
"Escape?" The little man smiled not understand because of that roaring
mournfully.
"You are watched and In her ears.
"You heard me calling," she told him
guarded, and so am L Even if you
got away from here, what then? You at last "Oh, I was so frightened!"
can't Imagine the condition of the She clung closer to him. After a time
she discovered that she was mechanic
country."
"I won't marry him I" Alalre cried, ally nodding and shaking her head at
the questions he was putting to her,
with a shudder. "I won't!"
"He can't very well force you to do but had only the vaguest idea what
so. But remember, these are war they were. By and by she began to
times ; the man Is a fiend, and he puts tell him about Longorlo, speaking In a
no restraint upon his desires. If be sort of hypnotic murmur, as if her
is madly bent on having you, how can words Issued at his mental suggestion.
you prevent It? In normal times he And ail the time she snuggled against
would not dare Injure one so promi- his breast
"Dearest I" Dave held her away m
nent as you, but now" Father
O'Malley lifted up bis hands. "I only gentle hands. "I was afraid you'd go
wonder that he suggests a lawful mar- to pieces like this, but I had to break
riage. Suppose you refuse? Will he through the best way I could. I learned
not sacrifice you to his passions! He you were here and something about
d

1

what was going on froin the people at
the next ranch. But I expected to find
him here, too."
"now did you manage to get here?"
"I hardly know. I Just wouldn't let
'em stop me. This lieutenant wouldn't
let me In until I told him I was from
Monterey with important news. I don't
remember all I did tell him. I tried to
get here last night, but I had trouble.
They caught me, and I had to buy my
way through. I've bribed and bullied
and lied clear from Romero. I reckon
they couldn't Imagine I'd risk being
here if I wasn't a friend."
It was more Dave's tone than his
words that roused Alalre to an appreciation of what he said.
"Are you alone?" she asked, in vague
dismay.
'Then what are we going
to do?"

"I don't know yet. My plans ended
here."
"Dave 1 . You rode In Just to find me I
Just to be with me?"
"Yes. And to get him." Alalre saw
his face twitch, and realized that It
was very haggard, very old and tired.
"They lifted my guns a bunch of fellows at the Rio Negro crossing. Soma
of them were drunk and wouldn't believe I was an amigo. So I finally bad
to ride for It"
"Can't you take me away?" she
asked, faintly.
"What wUl you do
when he comes V
"I reckon I'll manage him somehow."
His grip upon her tightened painfully,
and she could feel him tremble. "I
was afraid I wouldn't find you. I
O God, Alalre!" He burled his faca
In her hair.
"I had at terrible scene with him last
night He Insists upon marrying me.
I 1 was hoping you'd come."
"How could 1, when nobody knew
where you were?"
"Didn't you know? I wrote you." He
shook his head. "Then how did you
learn?"
"From Jose. I caught him within an
hour of the murder, and mode him tell
me everything."
Alalre's eyes dilated; sne held herself away, saying, breathlessly : "Murder! Is that what It was? He Longorlo told me something quite different."
"Naturally. It was he who hired Josa
to do the shooting."
"Oh-!" Alalre hid her face in her
hands. She looked up again quickly,
however, end her cheeks were white.
"Then he won't spare you, Dave." She
choked for an Instant "We must get
away before he comes. There must be
some way of escape. Think !"
Tm pretty tired to think. Tm pretty
near played out," he confessed.
"They're watching me, but they'd
let you go."
"Now that Pm here I'm going to stay
h

PLEASURE OF BEING

NEEDED

To Know You Can Lend Assistance to
8om On Greatly Lessens tho
Strain of Discontent
"I'm reully worried about .Miss
"Of
Mrs. Jessup declared.
course everyone knows that it was
hard for her to lose her savings and
go Into the home, but the home's pleas
ant, and she has a big room all to her
self; and we are always sending her
things or Inviting her round to tea to
show that she Isn't left out; yet she
goes round with a face as long as my
arm, and the tears come Into her eyes
If you look at her. Really, I'm almost
out of patience. I wouldn't have be
lieved It of Miss Eustacla."
Mrs. Crane looked out Into the yard
She was a plump little woman with
tender, luminous brown eyes that had
a way of seeing fur Into the heart at
times.
"What pretty little tea parties Miss
'Stacla used to give," she said musing
ly. "She made a different 'feel' about
them somehow."
"I know It," Mrs. Jessup agreed. "I
don't know exactly why, unless be
cause she was so happy over thorn her
self that she made everyone else feel
the same way."
"And how many summers was it
that she took to her home a little
fresh-ai- r
girl?" asked Mrs. Crane, with
an air of Innocent reminiscence. "Last
time It was a mother and a sick baby,
wasn't It?"
"I guess It must be full as much as
fifteen; I hadn't thought of that be
fore, but I suppose she does miss
that I"
Mrs. Crane's soft eyes shone with
sudden passion.
"Miss them? Things like that glv
lng things were her Ufe, Ellen Jessup! Do you suppose that being In
vited to tea and having flowers carried
to her are going to make up to Miss
'Stacla for huving nothing to give?"
"But she hasnt anything we
want !" Mrs. Jessup said bewllderdly,
"Exactly. That's what's breaking
her heart."
"But you can't make yourself want
things when you don't," Mrs. Jessup
argued.
"I suppose not," Mrs. Crane said
with a sigh. "Well, I must bo going
along. Run over soon, Ellen."
At the turn of the road Mrs. Crane
met Lauretta King. The girl nodded
with sullen brows. Mrs. Crane stop-

$13,500,000,000
BUDGET FOR

1919

ISTIMATE8 8UBMITTED

TO CON.

Eus-tacla- ,"

GRESS GREATEST

IN NA-

TIONS HISTORY.

FOR WAR

BILLIONS

TAXES TO PAY PART AND ISSUE
OF LIBERTY BONDS TO
COVER PORTION.

Wtrn Nwippr

Union

Newikrvlci

Washington.
Estimates of mora
than J 13,500,000,000 the greatest in
the nation's history for the conduct
of the government and prosecution of
the war during the fiscal year 1919
were submitted to Congress by the
Treasury Department.
In round figures, more than
of that vast sum is for. the
war alone. Only part of It will be re
alised from taxation; the remainder
will come from issues of Liberty
bonds.
Deducting

an item of $163,000,000,
intended as an annual appropriation
toward a sinking fund for the discharge of the old public debt, and
which will be
some $330,000,000
turned back to the treasury from postal revenues, the estimated sum for
which Congress actually is expected
No
to appropriate Is $13,018,725.695.
previous estimate ever has exceeded
two billions.
Here follows a general statement
of the estimates by general headings:

Legislative
Executive
Judicial
Agriculture
Foreign Intercourse

$

....

Military (army) '.
Navy
Indian
Pensions
Panama canal
(practi
Public works
cally all fortifications)

Postal service
Miscellaneous

. 8,026,325
65,3Z9,369
1,396,190
26,458,551
6,535,072
6,615,936,554
1,014,077,503
12,255,210
157,060,000
23,171,624
3,504,018,055
331,818,345
1,026,208,317

Permanent annual ap
711,106,825
propriations
"What's the matter, Lauretta?" she
asked.
Total (cents omitted .
"Matter? I want Miss Eustacla,
here and above)... $13,504,357,940
that's what's the matter. I used to Deduct
sinking
fund
every
day
two
things
run In
when
or
485,032,345
postal returns
were hard at home, and she'd help me
through, but now "
$13,018,725,695
Total
until"
"Have you told her so?" Mrs. Crane Greatest Sums for Army and Navy.
She Interrupted, crying his name
asked quickly. "Oh, Lauretta, have
loudly, "Dave 1"
The Greatest sums, of course, are
you?"
"Yes. What Is It?"
for the army and navy. Esestimated
up
"Told
been
I
her? haven't
there.
".Wait I Let me think." She closed
previously
submitted in terms
timates
y
with all those peo
her eyes; her brows drew together as She'll be
'
of thousands and occasionally millions
ple."
When
If In the labor of concentration.
Mrs. Crane even gave her a push. are now stated in terms of millions
she lifted her lids her eyes were alight,
and billions.
her voice was eager. "I know how. I "Go, Lauretta; go this minute. She's
For the signal service, which in
been
one
eating
because
no
her
heart
must
you
But
see It He won't dare
cludes
the great army for the air,
comneeded
'her.
And
tell
her that I'm
do what I tell you."
Is estimated. This sum ining tomorrow. I want her Just her
"Of course."
$640.000,000 previously apthe
cludes
help
me
to
do
dozen
things.
Hurry,
a
"No questions. Understand V
the great air fleet.
propriated
for
I"
Lauretta
When he nodded Impatiently she ran
$390,000,000 for Big 8hells.
But Lauretta was already gone.
to the door and, flinging It open, called
Youth's Companion.
down the hall :
A billion dollars Is asked for pay
"Father! Father O'Malley! Quick 1"
and miscellaneous expenses of the
An Aviator's Farewell.
Then she summoned Dolores.
army; more than two billion dollars
Monslgnor de Gibergues, bishop, of for the quartermaster corps; $157,000,- The priest answered; he hurried
0
from his room and, with a dazed lack Valence, has lost his' seventh nephew 000 for hospital and medicines;
of comprehension, acknowledged his in the war M. Anthelme de Gibergues,
for the equipment of engineer
swift Introduction to Dave. Alalre was amongst whose papers was found the troops and $892,000,000 for the ex
keenly alive and vibrant with purpose following moving letter of farewell ad- penses of their operations in the field.
now. Dolores, too, came running, and dressed to his parents :
Ammunition for the great guns to
while the men were exchanging greet"If one day, with wings broken In b'ast a way through the German fronts
ings her mistress murmured something the blue heavens, I fall to the earth Is estimated to cost $390,000,000.
For
In her ear, then hastened her depar- and return to God, rony these lines car- machine guns, the deadliest weapons
ture with a quick push. Turning upon ry to my father and mother the last of the war, more than $237,000,000 Is
thoughts, desires and dreams of the asked. For armored motor cars more
the others, Alalre explained :
"I've sent for some of the women, son they loved so tenderly. As my than $75,000,000 is estimated.
and they'll be here in a minute. Fa- body neurs the earth, my soul will
No estimate appears for the com
ther, this man has come for me. He soar to unknown heights, and the sep- mittee on public information, the exloves me. Will you marry us before aration will be victory. It will be a penses of which are oeing paid out of
'Magnificent ;'
Longorlo arrives?"
adoring the President's
war
$100,000.000
prayer of expiation for what I have emergency fund.
"Alalre 1" Dave exclaimed.
She stilled him with a gesture, left undone rather than for what I
Navy's Estimates.
tave done. And lastly It will be a
"Quick I Will your
The navy's total of a little more
cry which cannot but be henrd
Father O'Malley was bewildered. "J
prin.'or everlasting life, for strength and than $1,000,000,000 is distributed
don't understand," he expostulated.
way:
cipally
In
this
(TO BB CONTINUED.)
:omfort for those I leave behind, and
Pay of officers and men, $426,000,-!or mercy and glory for beloved
A Clever Burro.
Prance, the coming of the Kingdom of 000; aviation, $94,000,000; improving
and equipping navy yards for conA friend tells us the following about Sod."
struction ot ships, $4,000,000; pay,
Rowdy, a burro he bought as a foal
provisions and clothing for the marine
In Colorado and brought home to MasHis Waterloo.
corps, $61,000,000;
recruiting, transsachusetts for his children : "Rowdy Ii
"There Is a fellow they call the 'Mirportation and outfitting recruits, $15,- now an aged pensioner, but he has acle Man.'" .
000,000; arming and equipping naval
been as clever a little pet and servant
"Why?"
militia, $1,500,000, organizing naval re
as one could wish. His friendship fot
they say he can do any- serve force,
"Because
$200,000; schdols and
the family cow has been one of the thing."
camps of instruction for naval reserve
distinguishing features of his career.
"I'll bet there's one thing he can't recruits, $2,600,000;
They used to stand side by side In
ordnance strictly
do."
in the Bureau of Ordnance, $26,500,- pasture
stable,
and
would
in
the
the
"What's that?"
000; new
ot guns for ships,
actually play tag. The cow began
"I'll bet he can't convince a woman $38,000,000; batteries
years ago with her rough tongue to
ammunition for ships
snores In her sleep."
that
she
alone, $32,000,000; torpedoes and torlick Rowdy's face. When he attempted
pedo appliances, $1,000,000; extension
to reciprocate the courtesy, his smooth
Not Satisfactory.
tongue mode no Impression. This then
"What did she say when you kissed of the naval gun factory at Washington, $2,600,000;
Is what we have seen him do a hunreserve supplies of
her?"
dred times: He would find a small
ordnance,
$33,000,000;
for a new naval
"Told me to come around Fridays
exstick, take It in his teeth, and scratch hereafter, as
was amateurs' proving grounds, $1,000,000; for
that
periments, $385,000; maintenance of
the cow all about the eyes, and ears night." Judge.
yards and docks and contingent exand horns." Can anyone call this inpenses,
stinct? Was such an idea tucked away
$12,000,000; for medicine and
In the Right Place.
In Rowdy's brain when he was born,
care of hospital
"You seem at home here," remarked surgery, $6,600,000;
a part of his Inheritance from genera
a man at the post office to the post- patients alone. $4,000,000; provisions
tions of ancestral burros? That master.
for bluejackets, $64,000,000; transwould seem out of the question. We
"Yes," replied the latter, "this is my portation charges $4,000,000.
are Inclined to think that Rowdy stamping ground."
Compared with these estimates In
thought out the stick idea for himself.
billions and hundreds of millions,
Our Dumb Animals.
some of the comparatively minor
Contrary Evidence.
"The greater cannot go into the items stated in simple millions are:
Trapped I
For the extension of the military
less."
Witness He looked me straight In
"So they say. But how is it- - on academy, $4,000.000; horses for cav
the eye and
these blowy days that half the dust in alry, etc., $28,000,000; barracks and
Lawyer There, sir, you've flatly the world gets Into my eyes?"
quarters, $26,000,000; construction and
contradicted your former statement
repair of hospitals, $25,000,000; manu"How so?"
facture of arms, $50,000,000; small
Easy to Remedy.
"You said before that he bent his
arms target practice, $75,000,000; ciHe How shabby those boats look.
gaze on you. Will you please explain
She Why should boats be shabby? vilian military training camps, $6,--"
how he could look you straight in the Pve often heard my brother talk
about 000,000; rifle ranges for the instruc- eye with a bent gaze?"
tion of civilians, $1.700,000; equipthe painters they hnd on board.
Witness collapses.
uarde- - tASQO.OQQ
of home
ped.

too-bus-

$135,-000,00-
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Why That Lome Back ?
Morning lameness, slinrp twinges
e
when bending, or on
j ench Is cause enough to suspect kidney trouble. Get ofter the
cause.
Help the kidneys. We
Americans go It too nurd. We
overdo, overeat and neglect our
sleep ond exercise ond so we ore
fast becoming a nation of kidney
sufferers. 72 more deaths tlmn
In 18SK) Is the 1010 census story.
Use Doan's Kidney Pills.
Thousands recommend them.
buck-och-

ull-drt- y

A Wyoming Cato
Miller,
painter
1 at TM
carpenter, Cody, a

Ed
end
Wyo., shys: "I suffered severely (rom backache and I think it
was caused by a cold
settling on my
also from straining and bending at
my work. My back
got ao bad that I
couldn't bend without .
sharp pains catching-meDoan'a Kidney
nils relieved me of
this trouble and whenever 1 nave
taken them alnce, they bave brought
me fine results."
Cat Doan'a at Any Stat. 60c Boa
kid-ney- a,

CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.

FOSTER-MOUR-

Best Soldier a Middleweight.
big
that
the examining boards who have been
choosing reorults for the new National
army greet with enthusiasm, siiys Milestones. It's the lithe chap who weighs
about 110 and hasn't a pound to spure
that Is the reul prize for military service.
Tests mude at Princeton and In the
training camps go to show that,
weight for weight, a man of this
build handles himself more effectively.
He scores relatively low In strength
tests, but remarkably high In endurance. He Is adnptuble when It comes
to the modifications of diet that life
In camp makes necessary and he can
stand inspection with full equipment
on a hot day and smile, while the big
fellow wilts and falls out.

It Isn't the

Peace Consistent With Honor.
Let us have peace, permanent, secure and, if I muy use the term, Independent. Peace which depends not on
the pity of others, but on our own
fotce. Let us have the only peace
worth having, peace consistent with

J

Enquire for the
Wilson Nefer Break Trace

I

'

Governor Morris.

J. H. WILSON
SADDLERY

Guaranteed

CO.

DENVER

Status of Arab Nation.
The Arab nation Is without money
for natural resources. Its territory contains neither mineral nor external agricultural wealth but the redemption
of Mesopotamia will afford the Arab
of the future opportunity for aggranThere, under
dizement
after barroges on the Tigris
and Euphrates have been built by British energy and cash, Bagdad may rise
to a higher scale of learning, splendor
and wealth than under the callphat of
Ilaroun al Raschld.
Of the entire outcome from the war,
therefore, notes a correspondent, the
Arab renaissance Is assuredly not the
least momentous. Historically, It will
mark the advent of a new era
it becomes a charming study
of futurists of literature.

RELIEF STEAMER

"Charley, dear," said young Mrs.
Torklns, "I have decided to keep a

goat"
"A goat I"
"Yes. You know what a lot of vegetables were preserved. I don't Intend
to have the tin cans wasted.
They
shall be eaten."

BOSCHEE'S

GERMAN

SYRUP

i

SCORES PERISH IN FIRE
V

f

OF TOWNS ARE RAZED.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
STRIKING)

FKATt'RKS

FAX. II I. A S T.

OF HALI-

Number of dead may pass 6,000.
Many thousands Injured.
Twenty-fiv- e
wagon loads of bodies delivered at one morgue.
Two miles of freight cara lifted
from the rails and scattered over
fields.
a
Weather bitterly cold and
of homeless people suffer.
Numerous vessels turned over on
their sides and sunk.
Every telephone and telegraph
wire within thirty miles of Hallux
down.
The shock rattled houses thirty
and forty miles away and was
heard more than a hundred miles.
Thirty-thre- e
men in the crew of
forty-tw- o
of one steamship killed.
More than a hundred persons
buried when the train shed of the
Canadian 1'aciflo railway station
collapsed.
The area of devastation is two
square miles.
and
one-ha-

lf
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THOUSANDS INJURED AND BUILD.
INGS TORN TO BITS AS PARTS

ln&.

Tramp I do, mu'um.
Lndy Then why ure you usklng m
for money 7
Trump
That's my profession,
ma'am. But If you knew how hard It
Is to got a nickel out of some folkt

m

A.

AT HALIFAX.

t'.ioua-aanü-

Thoroughness.

I

1

FRENCH MUNITIONS SHIP BLOWN
UP AFTER COLLISION WITH

True Kernaps.
Lady I should think you would
work Instead of begging for your llv

PERUNA Best All
AroundM Medicine
mm
iiiobe Lver Made

IN EXPLOSION

,

honor.
Q

THOUSANDS DIE

Only Ono

BROMO OUIN1NE
Tn ret the iremiine.eall fur foil name LAJUTTT1
BROMO UljlMNH. Look for aliinatura of SL W.
Cures a Cola In Ose Da, mo.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Mr. W. H. Edgar, 49 Cooper St, Afr
lanta, Georgia, writes:
1 suffered for fifteen years with
rheumatic symptoms. Fcruna cured
me and I think It Is tho best all
around medicine ever made. I hope
you will publish, this letter for tut
benefit of others who suffer."

you'd never accuse me of not work
lng."
Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundress
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocera. Adv.

riilltileli)liln Kenesclli Israel Jewish
templo has celebrated its seventieth

Those who object to liquid mea
cines can procure Peruna Tablets.

anniversary.

Bananas Cheap and Nutritious.
During the year 1017 inore tlmn six
billion bimaniiH were Imported Into
North Amerlcn.
Three of these
weigh about u pound nuil cost
generally about five cents. At five
cents a pound bnnnniis muy eluliu to
be as cheap and nutritious a food us
any on the market at present prices.
SKIN

IMPROVE

When You Use Cuticura

The Soap to

WATCH

YOUR

Purify and Ointment to Heal.
On rising and retiring gently smear
the face with Cuticura Ointment. Wush
off Ointment in five minutes with Cuticura Soap and hot water. Continue
this treatment for ten days and note
the change In your skin. No better
toilet preparations exist.
Free sample each by mall with Book,
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L,
Boston.

Sold everywhere.
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ForInfant8 and Children.
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Mothers Know That
Genuino Castoria
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Washington, Dec. 7. More than 5
.Mil
Why nse ordinary cough remedies, 000 are believed to have
been killed
Optical Illusion.
when Boschee's German Syrup has In the explosion in Halifax harbor
and
"I think I ought to speak to (he pobeen used so successfully for fifty-on- e
the flro which swept North Halifax lice. I saw Willie Okersnieer grub nn
years In all parts of the United
and Dartmouth, N. S., according to ad- BX and try to assassinate his mother."
States for coughs, bronchitis, colds vices from a
naval commander reach
"Don't let It worry yon. Willie's
settled In the throat, especially lung ing tho Navy Department. The navy
father Is an artist. The boy was prob-ubl- y
troubles. It gives the patient a good dispatch said these figures
had not
posing for his next comical kid
night's rest, free from coughing, with
verified, however.
been
a fcoinful Remedy fof
series."
easy expectoration In the morning,
,
gives nature a chance to soothe the
LUUIiaupuuv"
Halifax, N. S., Dec. 7. With the toll . Dr. Tierce's Pleasant rfllets are the
and FcvCTisnnpsj
Inflamed parts, throw off the disease,
LOSS OF SLEEP
helping .the patient to regain his of dead Bteadlly mounting, It was be- original little liver pills put up 40 years
health. Sold In all civilized countries. lieved early this morning that more ago. They regulate liver and bowels. A d.
than 2,000 persons porlohed in the exCollecting Military Stamps.
80 arid 90 cent bottles. Adv.
fac Simile Signature,0'
plosion and fire which followed the
New York city will give returned solare
Collectors In the United States
a
in
afcollision
Halifax
harbor
between
diers preference on muulclpul Jobs
now gathering postmarks of letters
What Convinced Him.
French ship, the Mont ter the war.
Defendant's Lawyer You say my munitions-ladesent .from the American camps in
jBBCEKIMmCoMPAiai
France, which are stamped "U. 8. clients called you names I How did Blanc, and the Imo, another vessel
jSrEWTUKi'
Colds Cause Headache and Grin
Army Postal Service." They figure you know for sure that they were loaded with' supplies for the Belgian
LAXATIVH BHOMO yilMNH rriuiim lliff can..
There Is on j ona "Bromo y ainiue." M. W. UROV MS
that if anything definite results from talking to you and not to somebody Relief Commission.
The disaster which has plunged the signature la on box. UOo.
the peace talk, the expeditionary else?
Plaintiff Well, maybe I was mistak- dominion into mourning probably will
force's postmark will be valuable
Diplomacy is, the art of yielding
of Its comparative rarity, as they en, but when they accompanied their rank as the most fearful that ever oc- gracefully to
the inevitable.
- the
onmy
curred
on
comAmerican
continent
with
biffs
and
conversation
believe that most of the letters
Jaw
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
ing to the United States from the sol- swats on my ribs I naturally couldn't Residents of Halifax and thousands of
Spain bus a shipbuilding boom. ,
diers abroad are sent to close friends be blamed for thinking they were ad- volunteer relief workers who have
and relatives who, for sentimental rea- dressing tirelr remarks to me. Judge. come into the city have been almost
dazed at the extent of the horror.
sons, will have the missives, envelopes
Temporary morgues have been esand all.
The Pollu Magnificent.
After one of the battles near Verdun tablished in many buildings, to which
Most every man is lazy, but lie a Toilu who had distinguished himself a steady procession of vehicles of all
doesn't like to admit 1U ,
for conspicuous gallantry was called kinds have been carrying for hours the'
over by an officer. "Of what religion bodies of men, women 'and children.
Flattery is always dished out to oth- are you?" he asked,; The sailor sa- Most of them were so charred that
',
er people never to ns. '
luted and respectfully replied : "I am they were unrecognizable.
of that religion that .looks God In the
Virtually- - every building in the city
eyes." He Is the "Pollu magnificent."
apt. Gustav P.fCupart In the New which could be converted Into a hospital is filled with wounded, many of
York Herald.
Weakened By
them so desperately injured that there
If you wish beautiful, clear white Is no hope of their recovery. Scores
clothei, use Red Croas Bag Blue. At all already have died, in these temporary
good grocera. Adr.
hospitals. An
How Women are Restored t Health
number
being
is
from
completely
taken
the
bvartanburr. B.C. "For nine Tears I suf
The Singer and the Song.
fered from backache, weakness, and Irregudevastated Richmond district to the
says
our
"BMgglns
objection
to
his
QUININE
CASCARA
larities so I could hardly do my work. I
national anthem is that he can't sing relief station. An army of rescue
tried many remedies but found no permaamong
searching
is
workers
the
ruins
nent relief. After taking Lydia . I'
It."
Vegetable Compound I felt a great
surbodies
and
for
who
have
for
those
we
can't
telling
But
"He's
the
truth.
in tablet
The old family remedy
change for the better and am now well and
vived
wreckage
by
amidst
the
left
the
somepostpone
war
easy
possibly
No
until
this
to take.
form safe, lure,
strong to I have no trouble in doing my work.
opiate! no unpleasant after effects.
hope every user of Lydia E. finkham's
body digs out a tune that Bllgglns can explosion and fire.
IVegetable
Curea colda in 34 hours Grip in S
Compound Will get as great relief
The city was in darkness Thursday
sing."
days. Money back If itfailt. Get the
as
I did from its use." Mrs. S. V. McAssa,
pox wun
except
night
for
the
flames,
the
from
fenuine and Mr.
122 Dewey Ave., Spartanburg, 8. C.
Brooklyn, N. Yn finds many men fires still burning In the wrecked buildHill'a picture on it
Chicago, HI. "For about two years I suf24 Tableta for 2Sc.
more thnn fifty years old unable to get ings in the North End. The electric
fered from a female trouble so I was unable
At Any Drug Store)
to walk or do any of my own work. I read
light and gas plants have been virJobs.
about Lydi E. I'inltham's Vegetable Comtually destroyed and the only lights
pound in the newspapers and determined to
NOTHING STANDS AS HIGH, as a remedy
are kerosene lamps. They
available
try
it. It brought almost immediate relief.
DISCOVERY
tor every womanly ailment, furnished the Illumination by means of
My weakness has entirely disappeared and I
a
a
favorite
leree
iff. l
(By J. H. Watson, M. D.) .
never had better health. I weigh 1G5 pounds
Prescription. It's the only which surgeons and doctors toiled
f
and am as strong as a man. I think money
medicine for women certain heroically throughout the night carv
is well spent whlchpurchases Lydia E.Pink-ham- 's
Bwollen hands, ankles, feet are due to
in its effects.
Vegetable Compound." Mrs. Jos.
J.
ing for the injured.
a dropsical condition, often caused by
is
Prescription"
"Favorite
O'Bkyah, 1755 Nowport Ave., Chicago, 111.
Soldiers, sailors and police patrolled
disordered kidneys. Naturally when the
restorative
invigorating,
an
kidneys are deranged the blood la filled
YOU CAN RELY UtON
vi 1 tonic, a soothing: and the streets and upon them fell the
with poisonous waste matter, which setstrengthening nervine, and major portion of the burden of searchtles In the feet, ankles and wrist: or una well known remedy for all ing among the ruins for the dead and
e
formations.
der the eyes in
derangefunctional
the
As a remedy for those easily recognized
ments, painful disorders, wounded. The Canadians were assistsymptoms of inflammation caused by uric
peweaknesses
chronic
and
ed in this work by sailors from an
acid aa scalding urine, backache and freculiar to the aez.
quent urination, aa well as sediment In
American warship in the harbor.
girls
just
young
For
blood
the
in
or
has
urine,
urlo
acid
If
the
t
area - covers apThe
for
entering womanhood;
caused rheumatism, lumbago, sciatica,
f
square
women at the critical time; proximately two and
gout, k Is simply wonderful how quickly
acts; the pains and stiffness nursing mothers; and every woman who miles.
It begins at what is known
rapidly disappear, for Anurlc, (double is
tired or overworked it
as the North street bridge, extending
strength). Is many times more potent is a special, safe, and certain help.
than llthla and often eliminates uric acid
north to pier eight on the Richmond
In liquid or tablets. Tablets 60c.
Queen Mother's Gift Bible.
Subject to Amendment
as hot water melts sugar.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate waterfront and back to a point runDr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets for the and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels,
Upon one of his journeys during the
"Spike told me last night that he
liver and bowels have been favorably
tiny granules, easy to take, ning parallel with Gottingen street. had never loved anybody else, and Antarctic expedition Sir Ernest Shack-letoknown for nearly 60 years.
How to preserve health and beauty is Nothing has been left standing In this would love me, and me alone, as long
was obliged to reduce his lugdiscovery
1b
sclentlflo
recent
a
Anurlc
Only a pile of
in Doctor Pierce's Common Sense section of the city.
by Dr. Pierce, Chief of Staff at the In- told
as life lasts; just like that I" said a gage to the smallest, possible amount.
is
free.
Dr.
Send
Adviser.
Medical
It
valids' Hotel and Surgical Inst., In Buf- Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., fifty cents, or smouldering ruins marks the spot waitress lu the rapid fire restaurant.
He states that up to this point the
falo, N. T. Send 10o there for a trial stamps, to cover wrapping and mailing.
where the great building of the
"Hohl He told Goldle the same Bible given by Queen Alexandra to the
pkg. ef Anuria Large package 60c,
American Sugar Refining Company thing
before they were married," re- ship's library (provided by the British
stood. The drydock and all the buildand Foreign Sailors' society) had been
turned
another
waitress.
ings which surrounded it were de"Aw, yesl But that was almost a carried with the party. In leaving
stroyed. The Richmond school that year ago." Kansas City Star.
other things behind it was decided
housed hundreds of children was dewith reluctance that this also must
molished and tt is reported only three
be abandoned.
He Is Mistaken.
escaped.
As the Bible contulned on Its 'flyleaf
After a man has been married eight
m
1
message written by Queen Alexana
away
or
goes
years
his
wife
nine
and
Ten-DaArmistice on Russian Fronts.
thing
dra,
the flyleaf was cut out, also the
first
a
discovers
for
he
visit
the
ClRTERsI
Berlin, Dec. 7. Suspension of hosdown town aren't pages containing
the Twenty-thir- d
tilities over the whole Russian front is that those nights
goand the chapter in the Book of
they
psalm
thought
he
were
half
fun
the
for ten days beginning at noon today
ing to be.
Job which speaks of the sea being froGenuine bears signatura
Small pin
has been arranged, the war office anzen. These three pages were carried
Small Dose
nounced.
Pries)
Small
to the end of the journey and brought
.
Woman's Viewpoint.
A woman's Idea of a good husband bnck to this country.
Denver Druggist Slain by Bandit
Sir Ernest has promised to present
Is one who Is liberal with his money,
After holding up and and always leaves the bathroom as the three pages to the society to be
Denver.
sold on behalf of lta funds. shooting at J. W. Clark, proprietor ol tidy as he found it.
d
people
will greatly help most
many
ethno-loglcnl- ly

Always
Beats tho
Signatura
of

y
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Hard Colds
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Ink-ha-

A GREAT
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bag-lik-

An-u-r- io

LYDIA B
YMETABLE XOMPOUMP

flame-swep-

one-hal-

-
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"run-down-

Sugar-coate-

n

Carter's little Liver Pills
You Cannot be Oiv A Remedy That
Makes Life
Constipated
and Happy

AVM

Worth Living

experience has demónstralo!,
the almost mtraculouf effi
cacy, and hinnlessnefli. of Antityphoid Vaccination,
Be vaccinated NOW by your phytic Ian, you arxdV
your family. It is more vital than bouse insurance.
Ask your physician, druggist, or lend for "Haver
you had Typhoidf". telling of Typhoid Vacclner
faults from use, tod danger from Typhoid Carrier,
THE OJTTCB LABORATORY,
BERKCLEY, CAU
Mooucwe vaccines a ssaras unom d. s. tov. LictHta

PARKERS
HAIR BALSAM
A toilet preparation of iwrlt.
He I pa to eradicate dtndrufi.

ForReatoring Color and
Beauty to Gra y or Faded í lair.
6oa and 11.00 at Druifurlota,

AVERY TRACTORS
ADVANCE JAN.

1st

Order now for spring delivery.
AVERY MACHINERY COMPANY
DLNVER. COLO.

pale-face-

COTF DISXElVfPEII
s

Tou can prevent this loathsome disease from running
through your stable and cure all the colts suffering; with
It when you begin the treatment No matter how young,
SPOHN'S is safe to use on any colt It Is wonderful how
It prevents all distempers, no matter how colts or horses
turf
at any age are "exposed." All good druggists and
roods houses and manufacturers sell SPOHN'S at SO cents
and Jl a bottle; $6 and 1 a dozen.
ÍPOOX MEDICAL CO, Mfrs

is no more neceasary
tnan amaupox. Arm

y

BARTER'S IRON PILLS

colorleu facea but

TYPHOID

Goakca,

lad,

U. S. A.

jewelry store at 705 Eighteenth
atrppt and two minutes later shoot
nd killln& Dr- - Henry Mogensen,
.A
?V J

ti"

O

VM

nnm
vs. ta
v IT uuor-- nt

rliMitvw urj

atnré

next door, at the northeast corner of
Eighteenth and California streets, an
the latter tried to hold him as he wail
running across California street to ar
automobile, the bandit made his es
cane in an auto.

Use for Molehills.
npon
are foundations
Molehills
which real estate dealers have been
known to build mountains.

When Your Ei.es Need Care
Try Murine Eye Remedy
No Smarting J"l Kj Comfort.
oents al
Í)rDiiBta or tnalL Write for free Bra Book.
60

lHjUXNB BXm &KMEDX CO., CUIOAUU

Schools of Bahia, Brazil.
Bahía, Brazil, has 13,404 children
In 233 public schools employing 338

teachers.
Camouflage Helps.

Beauty unadorned may be all right
In some coses, bu' a little dressing
always Improves the turkey.

Save the Calves!
Sfamp ABORTION 0ul,ol Your
Herd and Keep It Out !
Apply treatment yourself. Smalt
expeime. Write lor free booklet
nn Abortion, "Questions and
Answers", btute number ol'
cattle In herd.
If. Dii asssrlt 111. Co., ICO Innt Iniüt, Wauktths, Wis,.

W. N. U., DENVER. NO.

THW

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Church Directory

The Spanish America
--

SwiRiaiD

AO'Joarr 17. 1911.

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
at Christian Churcn.
Your

IRVIN OGDEN, SP
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
Sibicriptioa

Entered as

$1.50

second-clas-

presence is necessary.

Tr,

P

P, É. IVEY Supt

matter at th

s

posloflice in Koy, New Mexico.

Y.P. S. C. E.

Myra O. Defukes, President
Miss liluan Griner, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Iloy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

Thii nation, under God, ihtll
have new birth of freedom,
and thtt government of the
people, by the people, for the
people, (hall not perlih from
the earth. Lincoln.

Biggest Assortment Ever!

F

h-- a

HERE'S TO OLD GLORY,
BLESS HER!

Él

GOD

Christmas Candle

o
If anyone attempts to haul down
the American flag, shoot him on the
pol. jonn a. uix.

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.
Rev. Fr. Chateau,
Priest in charge,

Methodist Episcopal Church

Fruits, Vegetables

Nnits,

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p ra.

3rd Sunday
Church

Home Made Mince-MeaSeeded
Raisins, Citron, Orange Peel
t,

S--

ra

m.L

1

if

1st Sunday

,

on

Tues.Dec. 18 '17
to-w- it

Span mules 5&6 years old
wt, 2200lbs.
Spcn horcos,
"""TI Leudinghaus Wagon
I. lí. C. Stubble Plow J. I. C
14 in J. L
Harrow,
Case Lister-PlantKatydid Rod plow,
Cultivator,
Rumley SORGHUM MILL Complete

n.

70-too- th

J--

My

Ira.din

III

ROY
Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service. .
.
.

Coo
rLsw

.

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
MILLS
3rd Sunday at 1L00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.
s

i.

!l

.

I

"The Store That Buys Your Produce"

C.N. ROARK
Clayton New Mex.

tí

rT
CHAMB2KIAINS

TfTSyW.:

v

JW

.Wí-t-J- h)

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

TAILT3

Chamberlain's Tablets are intended

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office Santa FeNew Mexico.

those difeiscs. People who have suffered for years with stomach troubla
and hive been unable to obtain any
permanent relief, h ive been completely cured by the use of these tablets.'
Chamberlain's Tablets are iho of great
y
Chronic
value for biliousness.

July
Wi-NW- J,

17 1913. npade H. E. No. 019337
NEJ-NWJ
ind NVVJ-SW- i

for

Section 10 Twp 16N. Rng. 24E N.M.P.-Mendiahas filed notice of intention
to make Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described
Anselmo Gonzales U. S. Com.
before
by
at TrujilloN. M. ou Jan. 171918.

conrti-pa'ionm-

be

pnmsncntl,

cured

takiiiR Clnmberlain's Tablets and observing the plain printed directions
with each bbttle.

Claimant names as witnesses:
V. Quintana
K. B. Cropp
All of Trementina New Mexico.

P Quintana
J. M, Howe

VOr j

d,

1:2-1- 5

Prompt Attention
A-?-

ítí

NOTICE FOR PUULICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior, U. Si Land
Ofii'ce at Clayton New Mexico,
Office at Clayton, New Meweoi
Etoa 5, 1917
Dec--. 5; 1917
Notice 3 hereby given tfaat Charley
Notice
is
hereby
riven thalr
BurkoDe Haven Hir Mexico who on
Kb.y N. Ml. who
of
Kempa
HAndrzefl
,
Dec. 17, 1914, made-- II. E. No, 018994
on Felx. 14, 1913 maJe-HE. No14772:
Wj-Si,
for SWJ Sec. 22
Sec. 27Twp'22N. Rug 2SE. N
í
'
an n.
tm i
nnr t.i
non
Meridian
has fiJed notice
off
Has
hied,
N.
Meridian
notice
P.
at.
tention to make final three year proofs
yearto
Three
intention
make
Final
clajro
deto. the land above
to etitablieh
Proof, to establish claim t the- laatl
befor,
V. II.
Fpsteu described, before If. H.
scribed,
Frter,. U; S.
U S com, at Ky N. Mex. on t!i Comraissioner at Rov, N. M., on; tlxe
12th duy of Feb. 191.
S3k day of Feb 1918.
witnesses:
as
names
Claimant
Claimant naraes as
E. L. Frazier
Lyle Httze i
Frank Schultz Stanislaus., Ryelileski
Emelio Gorzjfe
A. T.,Cartw
Anton Kwitciej
Tlomas ZaJWocki
All ot Roy New Mexico
All of De Haven New Mexii:o.

Roy Telephone Co.

Set Leather Harness
And other articles too numerous to mention.

without interest
over $10. 12 percent penalty if
not paid when due. 10 percent
discount for cash over $10.
12 mo.

Chas Burks O'nr

Gilstrap Bro's; Prop's
ROY, N. M.

Office and Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines eon-- ,
and intermediate points.
ServiceEfficient
Roy City Exchange,
nected.
Rural-Communi-

Prompt'

and Careful Attention
Given ail Business Entrusted
to me

rl

ROY

NEW MEXICO

-

.

PAZ VALVEBP-Regi&ter

1 12

Feminine Nature.
nature, fortunately, remains about the snnie froa generation to cenerntlon and, wUtte wo have
no reliable statistics r.t hand nt the
moment, wo do not boMeve that the
higher education of women has resulted in any appreciable diminution in
the world's supply of giggling. Ohio
State Journal. ,
Feminine

C. rj;

Si nw-T-.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

Then you will have a
PUBLIC SALE.
There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Tháts - -

Col F. O. WHITE
'

In cerialu pcvti(w- of th apparatus
Spanish-America- n
Office. Roy
used In mt.kin! pig irun from Iron
New Mexico.
ores that Is, la tho blast furnaces
cowtalns npprochihlc quantities of pot-sThe auKiuut found depends ou
I can loan you money on your
iho kind of ore used In the lilast-fur- jnace cjiarye.
final receipt as easy as on your

County Treasures

Tom

J. Tavloh. jr.. Asrtneto

Mora, New Mexico

.

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.
Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands, j
Mutters entrusted to us ilisrntclT with Promptness
v- -"
r
A

pp

,.ri-,-

patent or warranty deed and
your mortgage need not bear but
6 percent interest.
Come in and
let us talk to you about your
loan.

J. E. Wildman, Loan and Insurance Agency. Office at residence north end Chicosa St,
Rov.'N. M.

loan on
Plenty ot mony-treal estate. 9 percent - long
time.
J. L. Hayes Real Estate Cd.
o

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Al

? SELLING OUT ?

His address is MILLS N.
acovey.
Important
You can have SALE BILLS
It hn been discovered that large
qu:intil'S of the dxwt that ttecumulatcs printed and make dates at . the

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

B. LUSK

Attorney at Law

,

PHONE at Springer.

E

J.

w

wJ-SW-

.

y

MAPS.

Records,

Office

Cook-Stov- e.

Pirrr

:

CHRISTIAN

New Mex

ROY,

"Old Trusty" IncubaIt Was Ever Thus.
FRANCISCO DELGADO
tor and Brooder "VVehrle"
"The fair defendant will bo acquit-toRegister.
Kitchen
Clear Walnut
of course?" "I expect so," replied
U8
soon
"As
Cabinet, Extension Dining Table the prosecuting nltomcy.
mounted the witness stand and
10ft. 'New Royal Oak' Sewing she
PEKING DUCKS for Sale
at the jury, nine out of the
smiled
Machine. Dresser with Plate-Glas- s twelve bc;;m to fumble with fl.eir Enquire of - - Mirror, Oak ChifTorobe, lccUlici and tiki; down their hid.",''
P. R. HARRIS, Roy N. M.
Rocking
Oak Library Table.
Chairs, Oak Dining Chairs, 2
Extra-Heav'Vernis - Martin'
Beds, Linoleum, Kitchen-War- e
Dishes. A lot of extra good Cedar
Posts. '

Auctioneer
Clerk,
Johnson,
Wm. G.
'
Chicken

11 A.M.
M.

Solano, 3, P.
MATTHEW, Pastor,

Second Sunday in each month.
Services 1 1, A. M., 7.30, P. M.

REMEMBER US When PREPARING
For YOUR CHRISTMAS DINNER.

g

Col. F. O. White,

at Liberty,

BAPTIST

Dec. 4, 1917
Sale to commcr.o t.t 10 o'clock especially for stomach troubles, biliousand constipation, and have met NOTICE is hereby given that Clara
ness
'
following
A. M. Sharp.
The
villi much success in the treatment of Miller of HuxtonNew Mexico, Whooa
propsrty

Terms

L

11 A.M.
7 P.M.

Mosquero,

2nd & 4th Sundays
R.

11 A. M.
7.00 P. M

LAND PLATS of ad kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land

I will oiTr at Public Auction,
at my farm 5 miles North of De
Haven, 7 south of Kephart, 25
miles Fast of Mills, New Mex'c

120-eg-

Mosquero,

Bradley,

3d Sunday,.

PUBLICSALE

er

at

Bradley,

Bny Things Useful

-

14-i-

Pastor

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT

s&

office

Fifth Monarchy Movement
In too latter half of the seventeenth
century, during thu time of Oliver
Cromwell, there sprang up In England
Puritan sect which undertook to Interpret Uto prophet Daniel's version of
the four beasts, as related In the seventh chapter of Dntel. They made
wtd work of It and mixed religion, politics and fanaticism in a way that was
very confusing.
They believed that
the fonr monarchies Indicated by the
prophet had passed away and that Outline had coma for the beginning ol
Christ's millennial reign on earth, that
is, for the beginning of a new monarchy with Christ as Its head. Ilencr
they were called and willingly accepted the designation of Fifth Monarch
men. At one time they conspired tt
murder Cromwell, but he got the firs!
move and arrested their leaders and
Hit them under guard. Later, In- the
reign of Charles II, a few of them, led
by a cooper named Thomas Veuncr,
undertook to establish the Kingdom ol
Heaven by force, but ,thoy were attacked by the king's troops and routed
nnd on January 19 to 21 Veneer mC
ten others were executed íot his''
treason.

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m

Our Immense General Stock of Merchandise
mm
Contains Many Articles Appropriate
Gifts.
For Yule-Tid- e

Farm of 40 acres in Dewev

Inquire at

a m and 7:30 p m

W. C. Heaton,

Oklahoira Farm to Trade
For Stock
County, Oklahoma, 5 miles fron
Oakwood, on Gulf & Orient, Ry
25 acres farm land balance heavj
timber well fenced, good build
ings and well. Will sell or trade
for gocd team and milk cows.

at Roy Christian
11

.

IN THE

we

DISTRICT COURT OF
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
)F THE STATF. OF NEW MEXICO,
UTTING IN AND FOR THE COUNTHE

Ask You

OF MOHA.

TY

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION

Condensed Statement

wl-SE-

jleorgo Frickson and
C. II. Collins,

of the ROY TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK, Roy, N. M., at the close

tion which speaks for
itself showing as it
does a footing of
Nearly a Fifth of a
Million Dollars.

RESOURCES
$111,539.15

92.12

Overdrafts

Furn.&Fixt.

6,705.00

Cash and Sight Exchange

60,316.28

Real Estate,

Undivided Profits

6,674.46

heal-

thy condition of the
country as well as of
the Bank rendering

$15,000.00

5,000.00

and LIVERY
Cars Housed and Cared for
1

It reflects the

Davenport Bro's, proprietors

ROY,

New Mex.

it.

$198,652.55

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Nov. 21 1917.
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
Nov. 24, 1917
Notice is hereby given that
Notice is hereby given that Claude Alejandro Montoya of Mills New MeX,
R Hoskins of Roy, New Mexico who who on July 23rd 1913 made H. E. No.
Sec 17 and EJ-Sva Dee. 26 1914 made IfE. No. 019074 015729 foi
for NEJ Sec 28 Twp 20N.Rng27E NM. Section 18 Twn, 2 IN. Rng. 25E. N.M.
PMerinian, has filed notice of intention P. Meridian, has filed notice of intento make three year final proof to estab tion to make, "lhtee Year "Proof,
lish claim to the land above described to establish claim to the land abovi
before F H Foster, U S Com, at Roy described before F H Foster U
N M on the 16 th day of Jan. 1918
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N
Claimant names as witnesses:
M on Jan Í9 1918
R W. Boulware
. A. S. Hosklnj
Claimant names as witnesses:
Hoskins
11. M. Farria '
Maria Maestas Jose C. Maestas
Jose
All of Roy New Mexico
Trujillo Alejandro Hernandez
Hilario
PAZ VALVERDE,
WJ-SW- i;

CO.

All of Mills, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Register

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE tfOR PUBLICATION
' Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
If
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico,

Nov. 24 1917

Notice is hereby givénthát 1 John
T. Stanfill of Solano N. M. who on
June 1, 1915, made H. E No 020202
i,
Sec7 and
for NEJ:
13 Township 18 N
NEi-NRange 27E . N. M. P. M, has filed
notice of intention to make Three
Years Final Proof, to establish
claim to tho land above described
before F H Foster, U S comhij r a
office at Roy N. M, on the 19th day
of Jan 1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
El-SE- J,

SEJ-Nw-

W. L. Kelly
John Beekman
Woods
Mark
M.
Thompson
C.
All of Solano New Mexico
PAZ VALVEKDE, Register.
12--

8

Nov. 24. 1917
Notice is hereby given that
John McCrystel Jr. of Roy NewMex.
who, on June. 21 1913 made H E No.
016539 for SEJ and SWi Section 'If.
25K.
20N. ' Range
Township
;
New Mexico Principal Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the
Land above described tefore F H
Foster U. S. Commissioner at Roy
New Mexico on Jan. 18 1918

NOTICE

Department of the Interior
Land Office nt. Clayton, N.

intention to make three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described before F. II. Foster U. S,
at Hoy, New Mexico, on
Comr.
19,

1917

Claimant names, as witnesses:

Juan Lujan
Frank Lujan
Ju'k) Martinez Jose Ignacio Lujan

FOK KE PUBLICATION

U. 8.

i;

Dec.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

5

Oct. 31 1917.
Notice is hereby given that
Rafael Crespin.of Sabinoso, N. M. who
on April 22, 1914 made H. E. No. 020979
NWJ-NW- 1
Sec. 24 NE1-NE- 1
for
Section. 23 Twp. 17N. Rng. 24E
N. M. P Meridian, has filed notice of

.

CHAMBERLAINS COUGH RE MEDY

Ni-Sw-

J.

R. Guinn
A'l of

Pierce Fie'd

stipation

j

liegister

writes Mrs. Benjamin Hooper, Auburn
N. Y.

Wgifts
.

'1

ho Roy Drug Store

Box Candy

Now under Management of

J.F.ARNETT

Refitted and Refurnished thruout

Rooms 50c, 75c & $1.00
MEALS Served at
The Home Restaurant
Regular Meals

Roy, New ' Mexirn

'J.F.ARNETT

Short Orders
Prop'r.

--

SEJ-SWi-

T

Something a little Nicer than tl
ordinary for "HER"
,

Pure Drugs, Ch?n icals and
Patent Medicines

Kodaks ánd Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

luliun Aragón of Bueyero3 N. M. wht
No bid on the above described tracts
in Nov 3 M0 & Aug 10 1914 made HI
land will be accepted for less than
of
Nos. 012353 and 018288 for E Sec-io- n
per acre, which ia the appraised
U0.00
15
21
31E
N Range
Townspip
and in addition thereeo
thereof
value
.i M. P. Meridian has tiled notice c
bidder rr.ust pay for the
successful
the
three-yfar
proot
ntention to make
mprovementi.
o establish claim to the land abovi
Each of the above ("escribed tracts
described before Register & Hectivei
will be offered for sale separately.
Clayton N M 16th day of Jan 1918.
The absve sale of landa will be subClaimant names as witnesses:
ject to the following tsnus and cendi.
Tobias Cru.
Francisquito Garcia
must
a i.:
r : - ions, viz: tha successful bidder Publio
t ..:
of
pay to the Commissioner
All of Uueyeros N M
Lands, or his agent holding such sale,
PAZ VALVERDE
of the pricj offered by
1
Registe
2 '
him for the land, four percent interest
in advance for the Lalanaa of sucli
NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION
purchase price, the fees fcr advertising
Department of the Interior U. S. Land and appraisement and ulUoits incident
Office at Clayton,
N. M.
al to the sale herein and each and all
Nov. 14 1917
jf said amounts must be deposited in
Notice is hereby given that
cash or certified exchange at the time
f sa'e and which said amounts and all
Maragaiito Sandoval of Gallegos New
Mex. who on June fl & Nov 21 19K if thani aresuigect to forfeiture to the
Slate of New Mexico if the successful
made HE. Nos. 01607U and Add'1010971
,
SWi-SE- i
Sec bidder doc3 not execute a contract
forWJ-SW- i:
SWJ-SK- l,
NEi-Swithin thirty davs after it h:s been
ManiNl-SEJ- ,
3cc:ion 23 Township 17N Range 29E mui ed to him by the State Land Office
M M P Meridian has filed notice of insaid contract to provide that the
may at his option make pay
dention to make thro year pro: f, l
of
not less than one thirtieth of
abov
ments
land
to
claim
the
istabiish
lescribed, before F. If. Foster U. S. ninety fivj ptr cert of the purchase
Jommissioner, at his office at Ro price at un timo after the sale and
M o:i the 14th day of Jan. 1918.
prior to the expiration of fhiity years
from the date of the contract aiid to
Claimant names as witnesses:
provide for the payment of aay unpaid
Creceneio Montz
Higinio Sandoval
!

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

Remitter.

5

Land

jack p. Mills

N Mex
PAZ VALVERDE,

The Southwestern
Hotel

"

WHEREAS, in the above entitled
ause and Court, judgement was duly
endered on the I Ilia day of April, 19.1
12 2 Alo! Folano New Mexico.
n favor of plaintiffs and against '.ne
PAZ VALVERDE, Uegister
lefendants, for the sum of two hundrrci
NOTICE f Ott PUBLICATION
jighty-si- x
dollars and twenty cents Department of the Interior U S Land
,$2f6.20), together with the costs ol
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
aid action, and with interest from
.Nov. 14 1917
aid date at the rale of seven per cent
Notice is hereby given that
per annum until paid;
And
W. B.Lea the rman of Solano.N.M
Cyrus
by said judg-nen- t
WHKFEAS,
who on Aug. 18 1914 made UK No 018324
said amount was declared to be a
Soe 13
Sec 14 wJ-WJ WJ-Slien in favor of p'aintiffs upon all and for NEJ
rwp. 18NHng.27E NMP. MendUnhas
insular the following described land
intention to make three
and real estate, situate, ly Ing and be iled notice of
ng in iho County of Mora and State e f ear proof, to establish claim to the
land above desciibed before F.
'ew Mexico,
I. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at hia
The southeast quarter of section
ffice at Roy, N. M. on . Jan 17 191Í
i'our, in tswnship twenty north
f
Claimant names as witnesses:
range twenty-seveeast. N. M P. M.
Andres Trujillo John Baekman
nd upon all the right tit'o and inter
John Bowman
George Perry
st of ihe said defendants therein and
All of Solano New Mexico
thereto, and tho umlcrsigneJ was b
PAZ VALVERDE, Register,
Siid judgment du'y appointed as specia
naster to sell the said premises in ac
State of New Mexico,,
cordunee with law and the piactice ol
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
aid court, to satisfy the lieu afore
Sale
Public

NOW, THEREFORE, notice is
This is not only one of Ihi best am
most efficient medicine for coughs, hereby given that on the 7th day Oj )ffice of the Commissioner of Fublic
colds, and croup, but is also pleasant lanuary, 1918, at the hour of ten .ands,
.
and safe to take, which U importan o'clock A. M., at the door of the
Santa Fe, New. Mexico.
Department of the Interior.
court house in the Town of Mora, Mora
wfcen medicina must be given to chitaNotice is hereby gjven that,
(J. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. II.
ren. Mny mothers lme given it County, New Mexico, I will oiler for
pursuant to the provisions ot an act of
"C" Jan. 9, 191T
Not. 7,1917.
ale and sell to the highest bidder for
their unqualified endorsement.
Jongress, approved June.20th 1910,
Nútlce is hereby fciven that, as directcash, all and singular the said land anc
aws of the State of New Mexico and
ed by the Commissioner of the General
real estate hereinbefore described,
and
the rules and regulations of the
Land o nice, under provisions of Sec.
'
together with all the right, title anc
State Land Office, the Commissioner
2455, R. S., pursuant to the application
interest of the said defendants therein
jf Public Lands will oiler at pupliosale
"U. S. Commissioner
of Lizzie K Mitchell, of Roy, NM.
or thereto.
o the highest bidder, at 2 o'lock, P.M.
Serial No. 021453. we will offer at
Fillings, Proofs and all
CHARLES U. STRONG
m Wednesday, February 27th, 1918. in
public sale, to the highest bidder, but land matters.
Special Master.
ihe town of Mora, County of Mora and
at not less than $3 00 per cere, at 10
Dated at Mora, New Mexico,
Surveys and Plats.
Also
State of New Me'ico, in front, of the
16th
o'clock A. M. on the
day of Jan.
this first day of December, 1917.
:ourt house therein, the following
Prompt Attention
1918 next at this office, the following
tracts of land, vi
'
Sec
tract of land; NKi-SW- J
T 19N Office
Solano, New Nexico.
944 All of Sec. 36, Townshij
R 20 E N M M
No.
Plenty.
ale
And That'
1
The sale will Bot be kept open, bat
only one day la the yeai in, Noith, Range 26 East, containing
There
Connn which the Inhabitants of Monte
will be declared closed wheu those Stomach Trouble and
40 acres, Imprvements consist of
Cr.rlo are allowed to gar.. ble at the fencing, value 1200.00, .
paesetit at the hour Lamed havecease'e
who are afflicted with (torn
Casino tables The prince of Monaco's
bidding The person making the high .Those
ach trouble and constipation ihiulc birthday.
Sale No. 946 -- N, SEJ, N, SW, SEJ
est bid will be required to immediately
read the following: "I hive nevei
SWJ, Sec. 16: T. 20 N., R. 2JE., coo.,
pay to the Receiver the amount therefound anything to gocd for stomach
taining 60Q acres, Improvement con.
of
Notice for Republication
trouble end constipation as Chamberlist of fencing, value $262.60. I
ad
claiming
vers
the
Anyjerscns
lain's Tablets. I have used them off
above described land are advised to and on now for the past two years. Department of the Interior U. S. Lam Sale No. 946 - Swi-Sw- i,
Soc. 10, T.
Oilice at Clay ton New Mexico,
file their claims, or objections, on or
containing 40 acres.
JON , R. 26E.,
They not only regulate the action of
Nov.' 17, 1!)17,
before the time designated for tale
Improvements consist of fencing, value
the bowel but stimulate the liver and
PAZ VALVERDE
NOTICE Is hereby, given that
krep one's body in a healthy condition"
50.00.

Perodicals and Static nery

'

Jan. 1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
Antonio Mascarenas
Jose Garcia
Lee West
Pedro T. Montoya

of

ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE

M.

Nov. 23 1917
Notice is hereby given that David C
Field of David N. M. who on May 18
1910 made Deert Land Entry No.
J
Sec 17 Twp 18N
011373 for
Ung30E N.M. P.M. has filed notice oí
intention to make proof under the Act
in the manner required of homestead entiymen to establish claim t(
before
the land above described,
Register & Receiver U. S, 1 am
Cjffice Clayton N. M. on the lSth day
of Jan. 19B
claimant names as witnesses:
Charles P. Field
A. C. Smith

All of Sabinoso New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
12 16
,t

I

Mora County

Claimant names as witnesses:

5

'

NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION

Harry Lohstroah
Add Harrisou
John McCrystel
Tony Kweicien
All of Roy N M
.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fu New Mexico .

No. 2452.

I

at

18

N

I
I

12-2-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
Gayten
U. S. Land Office at

I

n

Roy Trust & Savings Bank

1

27 east
Township 19 north Run-jM M P Meridian, has filed uotice of In
tention to make 'J'l.ree Year Proof, to
Establish claim to the liind above
lescribed, before W. II. Willcox, U. S.
Comr. at Uoy, N. M. on the 14th day
1

N

171,978.09

Deposits

vs.
lium Austin, and

la'bina Austin,
Defendants.

Mechanics
- Expert
Rep I. 117
GASOLINE STA.
TÍUin

LIABILITIES

Surplus

ovuarag e

Vi

At Reasonable Rates.

$198,652,55

Capital

Plaintiff.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

To examine pur
Statement of Condi-

oí business December 3d, 1917.

Loans and Discunts

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U.S. Lan
Office at Clayton New Mexico
Nov. 14, 1917
Notice is hereby given that David
De Jesus Mascarenas of Solano N. M.
who on Sept 21 1912 mada HE no 015032
SUJ-Sfor SWl-NE- i,
Sec.

Manuel Martinez
J Inez. Montuno
All of Ga legos, New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
12-2- 2

'

NOTICE 1'OR PUBLICATION.

In order to reduce stock before
removing to our New Quarters in
the new Floersheim Building, we
will make CLEARING OUT PRICES.

Nov. 14. 1917
Notice is hereby given that Vesalins
P Halterman of Roy N, M. who on
D.'C 27 1910 and Add'l Nov 18 1915
mide HE Nos 0:2.f. and Add'l 0212,10
Sec 27 and
for
of Section 28
SEJ - SEi,
Towrship. !9N. Range 20K, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
SwJ-Svv-

J,

Wi-SE- J,

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
RO Y,

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

N. Mex.

toinake three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the hind above described, before F. H. Foster U S Commissioner
at Roy N. M. on Jan. 16 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
t
W II Guthman
H M West
Clarence Leffler
A J Smith
All

of

Roy N. M,

Paz Valverde,
12-2- 2

'

Rtgister

..

ba'ance at the expiration of thirty
tears from the date of tin contract
interest on defen ed payments at
the rate of four per cent per annum
payable in advance on the anniversary
jf the date of the contract, partial pay
menu to be credited on the anniversaiy
f Hie date of the contract next follow
ing date of lender.
T.ie above sale of bind will Le sub
ject tJ va id existing rig'its, oEfemmts
rights of way and reservations.
The Commis jiom-- r ol t ub ic Lands or
his agent holding such sale reserves
the rig.it to reject any and all bids
offered at said s ilf .
Possession under contraéis of sale
will be
for the abov d bribed
0.:to! er Ut, 191P.
given on or b
witness my hand and thi olhcial sal
and Jfli-e- , o.' tin Sta e
of the St t
day
Mexico,
t lis Twenty-thirof New
I

'

of November, 1917.
KOBEKT P. ERVIEN,
eioner ul l'ujlie Lund
of t'.ié State of New Mexico.

'o

imi:

1st PublLatUn Dec.
Ftb.
Last Pu .

19 7

,
If

.

THE

AN

EPITÜE

OF

SPANISH-AMERICA-

SHEEP VALUES

FOREIGN

Russians get evasive replies from
German delegates.
The establishment of a Tartar re
LATE LIVE
public In the Crimea Is announced.
Thousands of persons dying of star
vation in Russia since full of Premier
Kerensky.
CONDENSED
RECORD OF THE
The Dublin Evening Mall says the Western Ncwapaptr Union Newi Service.
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
police have seized a large quantity of
COMINO EVENTS.
HOME AND ABROAD.
high explosives which were brought to March, 1918 Wool Growers' convention
ut lioBwell.
Ireland from Scotland.
The grand Jury at Gallup returned
Twenty-fivcorpses of railway em
ployes were found between Deepwater five murder charges.
FROM ALL SOURCES and Richmond following the explosion The finding of Manuel Ortiz, 96
of an American munitions ship in Hal years old, in Tijeras cañón, near Alifax, N. S. harbor.
buquerque,
nipped a disappearance
Outside the toll of life claimed on mystery.
SAYINGS, D O I N Q 8, ACHIEVE'
land and sea by the great war, the
Henry M. Shaw of Las Vegas has
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
catastrophe at Halifax, it reports of been commissioned a first lieutenant
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
2,000 dead are borne out, Is by far at Fort Snelllng, Minn., where
he is
the greatest disaster In many years. in training.
WMtrn Newipaptr Union NwBrvlc4.
Thousands of persona were killed
The Red Cross chapters of Colfax
ABOUT THE WAR
and injured and half of the city of :ounty are preparing to send ChristSeven persons killed by German air Halifax is in ruins as the result of mas packages to all the boys In the
the explosion of a French muni training campa.
raid on England.
Twelve American engineers Injured tlon ship in the harbor at Halifax,
The cadets and faculty of the New
N. S.
In battle before Cambral.
Mexico Military Institute have raised
Viscount Drumlanrlg, son and heir 1734 as their
Gen. Byng's plans to withdraw lines
contribution to the army
at Cambral and readjust Unes have of the marquis of Queensberry, was Y. M. C. A. fund.
married in London to Miss Irene Rich
been carried out in perfect order.
The Las Cruces chapter of the Red
He
Congress by a virtually unanimous aras a musical comedy actress.
Cross has changed its name to the
Is
21
years
old and Is a lieutenant In
vote declared war on Austria-Hun- Dona Ana chapter and is sending in
gary and President Wilson signed the the Black Watch regiment.
a great quantity of war supplies.
Germany made a formal effort to
declaration.
Dr. F. E. Mera of Sunmount, who is
Suspension of hostilities over the obtain peace last August through at Fort Sam
Houston as a medical exSpain,
according
to resolutions in
whole Russian front for ten days be
pert, has been advanced from a lieuginning at noon Dec. 7 were arranged, the latest chapter of the "secret dip tenancy to captain.
He expects to relomatic archives," made public by
the Berlin war office announced.
turn
to
shortly
with Mrs.
Santa
Fe
Foreign
Bolshevikl
Mlulster Trotzky.
The Berlin war office announcement
Mera.
Maximilian
Harden,
of
editor
the
asserts that 4,000 additional men have
Fifty state convicts, whose terms
been made prisoners on the Italian Amsterdam Die Zukunft, declared in
expire wfthln the next five months
an
article
recently
published
his
in
front, bringing the total since the new
newspaper: "Only a miracle can will be granted pardons by Governor
offensive began up to 15,000.
LIndsey within the next ten days as
The British shipping report shows bring peace. Either Germany must a step toward relieving the congesbe
or
our
crushed
enemies
defeated
sixteen ships of more than 1,600 tons
tion at the state penitentiary.
were sunk by divers or mines during There is no alternative."
The National Association of AuduThe
dead
in
explosion
the
lBBt week, as compared with fourteen
Halifax
caused by the collision of two ships, bon Societies, representing over 20,000
such vessels the previous week.
Losses of Italian shipping from sub is placed at 2,000, and the wounded at bird protectionists from all parts of
marine activity during the week end 3,000. The property loss was intimated the United States, has formally Joined
ing Dec. '2 were one steamer of more at between $25,000,000 and $30,000, forces with the New Mexico G. Pi A.
to prevent, the lease of Stinking lake
than 1,500 tons, one under that ton 000 and the number of destitute at
upward of 20,000 in a statement Is In northern New Mexico to a private
nage and three small sailing vessels.
by Justice Harris, chairman of shooting club.
The Norwegian legation reports sued
Citizen's finance committee.
the
Many of the women's clubs all' over
thirteen
Norwegian steamers of
that
A dispatch received at Amsterdam the state have contributed to the Y.
a gross tonnage of 19,092 wore lost
in November by causes arising from from Vienna quotes Emperor Charles W. C. A. war fund, which is to be used
Austria-Hungaras saying In an ad to establish'"Hostess Houses" as well
the war. Forty-onNorwegian lives of
to an Austro-Germadrss
delegation as providing many comforts for the
were lost.
the dual monarchy is ready at girls of the Red Cross and all others
that
Lieutenant Ancillotto of the Italian any
about 'the
time to conclude peace that would who visit or have work
aviation corps hag executed one of the guarantee
training camps. ' .: "
the
integrity
mon
of
the
most daring exploits of the war, teles
archy. He added, however, that his
thirty-firs- t
The
convention
of
annual
coping an Austrian balloon .which was
country would not cease fighting un- the New Mexico Educational Associa
observing Venice from the Plave line
til its enemies renounced their Inten tion closed with the usual oratorical
and passing through the gas bag.
tions of dismembering it.
flourishes, Harold Gardner of Raton
The British steamer Apapa has
Dr. Christopher Addison, .minister winning first in the college Section on
been torpedoed and sunk, according
"New Mexico and the World War,"
to London advices. Eighty passengers of reconstruction, according to the
London Daily Express, has been ap and in the- high .school section on
and the crew of the vessel perished.
pointed minister of public health, and Youth of. America."
About 120 passengers were saved. It
hopes to carry a bill through Parlia
William B. Douglas, secretary of the
is reported that the submarine fired
ment before Christmas, forming a National Park Association of. New
on women and children in open boats.
new ministry to (rperate a scheme of Mexico, left for Washington to' open
That the Italians are being hard "revolutionary , character."
This
pressed by the enemy in greatly su- scheme Is said to aim at the national up the fight for the creation of the
perior numbers and in gun power Is ization of the medical profession, In National. Park of the Cliff Cities, In
Indicated by Friday's official communi- volving free medical attendance foi accordance with the memorial passed
by the last State Legislature. A bill
cation. Additional gains have been everyone without any element ol
to create this park, introduced by Con
made by the invaders in the Asiago charge.
gressman
W. B. Walton, is now pendplateau region but again a heavy
ing.
price in men in killed or wounded was SPORTING NEWS
The football players of the UniverCharged with using mails la a
paid by the attacking forces. At last
accounts the Italian line still was in- sity of Colorado at Boulder, selected scheme to defraud, Lus Bakovio of
George Costello of Denver for the Pajarito and his daughters, Louise, 18
tact.
years old, and Frances, 14 years old,
The cessation of hostilities along captain of the 1918 eleven,
Members of the University of New were placed on trial at Albuquerque
the eastern front has now extended
to that part of the line held by the Mexico's football squad refused the In the Federal District Court. The
Rumanians. An official communica- athletic council's award of letters In charge was based on a letter received
tion from Jassy says that as a result recognition of their services on the by a wealthy merchant of Gallup,
which demanded the return of prop
of the Russians having proposed an gridiron.
armistice to the enemy it had been
H. G. Bedwell, formerly connected erty in Gallup.
decided that the Rumanians should with a string of horses in Denver, has
Applications for the special free
associate themselves with the Rus- purchased The Cudgel, regarded as radio or buzzer operator course, which
sians and that therefore fighting has one of the greatest
perform is to be given at the New Mexico Col
ceased.
ers in the country and a leading lege of Agriculture and Mechanic
money winner of the year. The price Arts, have been coming in fast, al
WLSTERN
Only one person was injured when of the horse was $30,000, and it was though the first class is not full at
three Burlington trains collided near formerly owned by J. W. Schorr of the present time. This course will
be continued indefnltely until the need
Villlsca, la. Seventeen cars freight Memphis, Tenn.
is filled, which is to secure 15,000 op
and passenger rolled down an em- GENERAL
bankment and burned.
Minimum price of silver probably erators for the next and the following
draft armies.
will
be fixed at 87 cents.
Three Americans and one German
The Magdalena Coal Company In
were captured near Esperanza, sevenThe principal grades of crude oil
ty miles south of Guaymas, Sonora, were advanced by the purchasing corporated with a capital of $100,000.
by Yaqul Indians who raided that agencies at Pittsburgh, Pa. .
Charles Crawford, alleged slacker,
town, according to passengers arGerman has been dropped from th died in a hospital at Santa Fe from
riving at Nogales, Aria.,, on a train course of study in thirty high schools bullet wounds he received In resisting
from Guaymas.
of California because pupils have dis- recapture at the hands of a posse at
An unsuccessful attempt to destroy continued studying the language, il La Madera, Rio Arriba county.
the family of R. L. Sclmia In Warrior was announced by school authorities
Judge Holloman at Santa Fé entered
cañón near Globe, Ariz., was made
American farmers are planning next an order appointing Col. Ralph E.
when a black powder time bomb, spring to plant only a small per
cent Twitchell receiver of the Albuquerque
planted beneath the room in which a of their usual acreage, as a
result ol Eastern railroad, in place for former
girl slept, exploded.
The the labor shortage, Tom Clark, head Governor Miguel A. Otero, who has
child was hurled from her bed into of the cattle department
of the Inter- been outside the jurisdiction of the
the room of her parents, but was not national Livestock Show declared in court since his appointment as United
seriously hurt.
States marshal of the Panama Canal
Chicago.
year. Col. Twitchell
The grand champion fat steer of the
Potatoes grown in the infield at his- Zone early this
la now receiver of the New Mexico
Chicago live stock show was Merry
toric Churchill Downs race track at
Monarch, a
pure bred Louisville, Ky., were sold at auction Central railroad.
Shorthorn, fed and shown by Purdue for a total of $1,270, which was doW. A. Fleming Jones, for many
University of Lafayette, Ind. The steer nated to the Christmas cheer fund for years a
resident of Las
was sold In the auction ring at $2.05
the soldiers of the new national army Cruces, died in Boston, according to
per pound, weighing 1,610 pounds. He
a telegram received at Santa Fé by
at Camp Zachary Taylor.
brought the record price of $3,300.50,
A Christmas fruitcake four feet in Harry S. Browman from the general
the highest price on record for a fat
diameter, one foot high and weighing secretary of the Scottish Rite bodies
eteer.
8G0
pounds was completed in the in Washington. Mr. Jones had been
WASHINGTON
kitchen of a New York hotel and will connected for some time with the
A Joint resolution to appropriate be sent to France as part of the des- School of Military Aeronautics at the
$5,000,000 for the relief of the stricken sert for the Christmas dinner to be Massachusetts Institute of Technolpeople of Halifax was Introduced by served by the Y. M. C. ATto American ogy, and had the grade of first lieuRepresentative Tague of Massachu-tetts- . soldiers and sailors In and about tenant.
Hundreds of motor cars whirled into
Paris.
plaza at Santa Fé, stopped a few
The annual report of the postmaster
An official of the Norton & Lily the
general for the fiscal year ended Company said in New York that the moments to pick up passengers, and
June 30, 1917, announces an audited relief ship which collided with the then dashed away to the grounds of
for-thDeaf,
urplus for the year of $9,836,211.90,
Mont Blanc was the Norwegian the New Mexico School
the largest In the history of the pos- freighter Imo of Christianla which left on the Cerrillos road where twenty- tal service. This Is the fourth sur- New York with a cargo of 8,000 tons five Tesuque Indians gave a tablita
plus produced in the past five years of grain for Rotterdam and was sched- dance for the teachers attending the
and added to surpluses of $3,800,000
uled to call at Halifax for examina- educational convention.
War on the predatory animals and
for 1918, $3,500,000 for 1914 and
tion.
for 1916, makes a total of
The steamer Norwalk, owned by the the rodents, including the prairie dog.
Norwalk Steamship Company at Wil- has been declared in New Mexico. So
Regular anr-- recruiting was again mington, Del., was wrecked during a announces Austin D. Crile, president
' at flood tide Dec. 1, with 2,825 men storm in the Yucatan channel, while of the agricultural college at Las
accepted, making a total of 279,709 en route from Belize, Honduras, to the Cruces.
line b outbreak of the war.
United States on Nov. 27.
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INCREASED 33 PER CENT BY TAX
COMMISSION.

Ü.S. DESTROYER
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v

Cattle Values Also Raised $4,000,000
Assessed Valuation or Railroads
Increased $9,000,000
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SUNK BY SUBMARINE 400
MILES OFF COAST.
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Western Newspaper Union Newe Service.

Santa Fe. The State Tax Commis
sion has ordered an increase of more
per cent in the val
than thirty-threuation of sheep.
As there are only
1,600,000 sheep on the tax rolls and
there are fully twice that number In
the state, steps were taken for a com
plete sheep census. The Increase to
tals $3,000,000 over the $9,000,000 figure at which sheep are assessed now,
The valuation per head has been in
creased from $5 to $7 common, and
from $6 to $S for the better grades,
A ten per cent Increase in cattle val
ues was ordered, which means a total
increase of $4,000,000 over the
now on the rolls
Taluatlon
Railroads were Increased $9,000,000 in
their assessments or $2,000,000 more
than cattle and sheep taken together.
Their total will reach $106,000,000 or
thirty per cent of the total assessed
valuation of the state. As they gen
erally pay their taxes fully and
promptly, they will contribute more
of the entire tax inthan
come of the commonwealth, its counties, municipalities and school districts.

SIXTY-FOU-

MEN LOST

R

e

one-thir- d

Murderers Given Conditional Pardons.
Santa Fé. G. W. Seela, former É.
P. & S. W. watchman at Vaughn, who
shot and killed a young man from
Nebraska In the railroad yards there
last year, and who was sentenced to
serve from six to ten years in the
penitentiary, was given a conditional
pardon by Governor LIndsey. Condi
tional pardons also were granted to
Cecilio Dórame, sentenced from Ber
nalillo county in 1208 to serve sixty
years for murder, and Aurelio Martinéz, sentenced from Grant county in
1903 to serve ninety-ninyears for
murder.
e

Prices of Soft Coal Raised.
Raton. Prices for bituminous coal
at the mines In New Mexico have been
raised by the fuel administration at
Washington. The new classification
separates the New Mexico fields into
three groups and Bets a different price
for each. The former prices of all
New .Mexico were : Run of mine,
$2.75;' prepáréd" sizes, 13.25; slack or
screenings, $2. The new prices are:
Sougarte field, $3.45, $4.45 and $2.45;
Monroe and Gallup fields, $3.50, $4.95
and - $2.45; Carthage - and Cerrillos
fields,- $4.50, $3.50 and $4. "

'

'

.

Majority Given One Amendment.
Santa Fé. Final results of the election held Nov. 6 were compiled, following the receipts by the State Canvassing Board of the last official county
returns. The prohibition amendment
carried by a majority of 16,585, the
tax amendment was defeated by a
majority of 10,971 and the Judicial district amendment lost by a majority of
6,558.

State Secretary Fees Grow.
Santa Fe. The total gross Increase
in the receipts of the office of Secretary of State Antonio Lucero the past
fiscal year over last year, Is $34,180.47.
The notarial commission fees were
$1,518 this year as against $1,207 last
year.
Food Rules to Be Debated.
Santa Fé. A meeting here of all
wholesale and retail merchants and
dealers In foodstuffs of the state was
called by the state food administrator
Dec. 6 to discuss rules and regulations
regarding food distribution.

Shot In
East Las Vegas. John' Middleton,
who is in the San Miguel county jail
here awaiting preliminary examination on a' charge of murder growing
out of the death of Moisés Barela and
Juan Aragón at Alamo in Guadalupe
county, probably will plead
Middleton and Lon Seymour,
who Is being held for the killing of
Andres Indurlan, sixteen miles east of
Vaughn, were brought to Las Vegas
to avoid a possible attempt at lynchSay Mlddleton

ing.

Large Number of Automobiles.
Santa Fe. During the past fiscal
year, the state secretary collected
$80,740.50 In automobile licenses, an
increase of $32,840.12 over last year.
A total of 14,056 licenses was Issued
showing something of the prosperity
and abunlance of money In New Mexico for those 14,000 automobiles represent 'an initial expenditure of at
least $14,000,000 and the spending of
$3,000,000 and more a year for upkeep
and gasoline. This Is more than all
the taxes collected by the state.

COMMANDER

IELS'

OF WARSHIP

DAN-

AND

BROTHER-IN-LA-

42 OTHERS RESCUED.
Weetern Newapaper Union New Service.
- Washington, Dec. 10. Lieutenant

It isn't so much a matter of time
as It Is of disposition that so many
things we could do are left undone.
Some men seem to have the horseless brand of horse sense.
KIDNEY TROUBLE OFTEN

Commander David Worth Bagley and
CAUSES. SERIOUS BACKACHE
Lieut. Norman Scott were among the
of
sinking
turvlvors rescued after the
the American destroyer Jacob Jones
When your back ache-and your bladby a German submarine In the war der and kidneyi Mem to be disordered,
Department
zone Dec. 6. The Navy
10 to your nearest drug store and get a
It
was so advised by Vice Admiral Sims. bottle of Dr. Kilmcr'a Swamp-Root- .
11 a physician's prescription for ailment
These two officers, two warrant offi
of the kidneys and bladder.
cers and two enlisted men were named
It haa stood the teat of years and ha
in the admiral's dispatch as survivors a reputation for quickly and effectively
thirty-seveprevigiving results in thousands of canes.
in addition to the
Tbit preparation so very effective, hat
ously reported saved. It is now established that the five line officers on been placed on sale everywhere. Get a
bottle, medium or large size, at your nearthe destroyer were rescued. Gunner est druggist.
men
Harry R. Hood and sixty-threHowever, if you wish first to test thi
are missing.
preparation send ten cent to Dr. Kilmer
,
The other four survivors reported & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a (ample
besides Commander Bagley and Lieu- bottle. When writing be aura and menBoatswain's tion this paper. Adv.
tenant
,

n

e

Scott were:Chief

Mate Clarence McBrlde, Syracuse, N.
Out of Debt.
Y.; Coxswain Ben Nunnery, Edge- Mnny.a man would feel like a fish
moor, S. C; Chief Electrician Lawout of water If by chance he should
rence G. Kelly, address not given; manage to get out of
debt.
Suvlve,
Korzenlecky,
Joseph
Fireman
Russia.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo Sjucaa
Vice Admiral Sims, up to a late County sa,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he la
hour Saturday, had been able to sup
enlor partner of the Arm of F J. Cheney
ply only meagre details in reply to St Co., doing- - business In the City of Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and that
urgent messages from Secretary Dan aald
firm will pay the aum of ONE HUN,
brother-in-lawiels, whose
Lieut. Com DRED DOLLARS for any cane of Catarrh
cannot be cured by the use of
that
mander David "W. Bagley, commanded HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
the lost vessel.
Sworn
to
me and subscribed In
thirty-four
men my presencebefore
Three officers and
this ith day of December,
were picked up by other vessels from A. D. 1S8.
(Seal)
A. W. Gleason, Notary Public.
The
life rafts to which they clung.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is tak.
names of only ten of these had been n Internally and acta through the Blood
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
transmitted to Washington.
Druggists, 76c. Testimonials free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
The Jacob Jones, one of the largest
.
.

and newest American submarine chasers of her type operating In the Atlantic, was the first American warship to
fall a victim to a German submarine
but was trie second American destroyer td be lost in foreign waters. The
Chauncey sank with her commander,
Lieut. Com. Walter E. Reno, two other
officers and eighteen enlisted men,
after, being cut. in two. by the transport Rose on the morning of Nor. 20.

HELPED

ITALY

INTO

WAR

D'AnnunzIo,
Alleged to
Have Inflamed Minds of People,
Declaration Following.
Poet-Aviato-

Ferhnps- more than any. one Individual, D'AnnunzIo, the
helped to bring Italy Into the war. Tills
Is an- aspect of his career not by any
menns generally understood, says the
4,000 DEAD AT HALIFAX.
New York Evening Post.
In the spring of 1915 Italy was still
Officials Believe That Hundreds Were
uncertain as to her final decision. Glc-llt-tl,
Consumed by Flames.
advocate of peace, while no longer
Halifax, N. S., Dec. 10. Four. thousand dead. This is the new estimate In control of the government, still reof the superintendent of morgues, tained enormous political power. The
whose duty it is to assemble and ex- action of the country was as yet
pose for Identification, if possible, the doubtful, when this maker of overwrought, sensuous poetry and prose,
bodies of those who perished by shock
this writer who hod been termed the
ship
or fire when the ammunition
Inst word In decadent and hothouse
Mont Blanc blew up in the harbor Dec.
literature, landed on his native Boll
6.
His estimate, that startled even
a five years' absence, and comthose who had lived through three after
menced his crusade. The ostensible-rensodays of the horror here, was based on
for his visit was an address h
the records of his district assistants, hnd to make
at Quarto, where 55 years
who Saturday reported a total of 1,000
before Garibnldl hnd embarked with
bodies recovered. They have figured
his valiant "thousand ;" the real object
on a certain number for a prescribed
his desire to drive Itnly Into the war.
area. There appears to be no other From Qunrto his trip to Rome was a
way of determining the loss.
triumphal progress, punctuated with
Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of Impassioned oratory. He arrived In
bodies have been consumed by the Rome just In
time to forestall Glollttl,
flames, and in scores of cases not only who had forced the
Snlnndra cabinet
neighborwhole
whole families but
to announce Its resignation.
hoods have been wiped out.
One hundred and fifty thousand
All the survivors of the Norwegian people welcomed D'AnnunzIo In the
steamer Imo, which collided with the Piazza delle Terme. In the chamber
French munition ship Mont Blanc, of deputies he was hailed as the counwere made prisoners by the British try's savior, and the Italian parliament
naval authorities.
answered his appeal with a declaration
war. Surely a strange Tyrtaens,
of
BOLSHÉVIKI.
COSSACKS TO OUST
but one not afraid to sacrifice his fife
Kaledlnes and Komiloff, Backed by on behalf of his country.
Millions, to Wage War.
London, Dec. 10. Cossack forces
have revolted under the leadership of
Gens. Korniloff and Kaledlnes andan
effort is being made to drive the Bolshevik! out of power in Russia. The
movement is backed by the imperialists and constitutional democrats and
vast amounts of money have been
pledged for the fight.
Gen. Diaz's troops have succeeded in
checking the Teuton advance on the
Asiago plateau and are preparing for a
counter thrust, according to Rome advices. ' The late reports from the Italian captal are optimistic over the out
Here'e a new one a most
look, and declare the invaders have
delicious desert that can be
been halted all along the Une.
.
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Six Minute

Pudding

There was little news reported from
the Cambral or Verdun ( itricts Sun
day. At Cambral the artillery duels
are continuing, and the British Are
spending the time improving their
lines.
A telegram from Oporto says that
the revolution In Portugal has ended

with the success of the revolutionists
and that the government has resigned.
Propose Six Months' Armistice.
Petrograd. The Russian delegation
Bigger Crops In Dona Ana County.
from the front which took part in the
Las Cruces. Dona Ana county is armistice negotiations has reported to
setting the pace In the campaign for the central executive committee and
an increased production of food In the Soldiers' and Workmen's Council.
New Mexico In 1918. The crop season,
The Russians proposed, according to
is already under way, there being a member of the delegation, that the
around 8,000 acres already In winter duration of the armistice be six
wheat and sowing is still in progress. months, with three days' notice of the
This Is a remarkable start for the resumption of hostilities; the armis1918 crop season, as winter wheat has
tice to embrace all fronts in all coun
not been a standard crop In this sec- tries; no troops to be transferred;
tion. Usually the wheat grown here
Moon sound and Moon Island to be
has been of the spring variety, the evacuated by the Germans,
acreage in 1917 being over 9,000 acres.

made in a hurry.
To one and one-ha-lf
cups of milk add one
cup of
Grape-Nut- s

and one level table
spoonful of sugar,'
boil six minutes, cool
and serve with milk
or cream. Add raisins if desired.

Get a package of

Grape-Nu-ts

from your grocer and
try this pleasing recipe.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

you certain
late, more persuasive, and they come guarantee the world's peace. That liberty of proposing to which seem
from the hearts of men everywhere. partnership must be a partnership of other acts of legislation
support
They insist that the war shall not end peoples, not a mere partnership of to me to be needed for the ot our
ot the war and for the release
In vindictive action of any kind; that governments.
It might be impossible, also, In such whole force and energy.
no nation or people shall be robbed or
It will be necessary to extend In
punished because the irresponsible untoward circumstances, to admit
particulars the legislation ot
Intercertain
economic
Germany
to
free
the
country
themsingle
a
have
rulers of
session with regard to alien
spring
last
inevitably
the
must
which
course
abominable
deep
done
and
selves
By ELINOR MARSH
wrong. It is this thought that has out of the other partnerships of a real enemies, and also necessary, I believe,
particuDWINA'S mother wa
been expressed in the formula, "No peace. But there would be no aggres- to create a very definite and
debusy putting
annexations, no contributions, no puni- sion in that, and such a situation, in- lar control over the entrance andfrom
mince pies Into
would In parture of all persons Into and
distrust,
ot
evitable
because
indemnities."
tive
Address
Full Text of President's
the oven, so she
Just because this crude formula ex the very nature of things sooner o the United States.
Legislation Bhould be enacted definDefining the War Issues and
presses the instinctive Judgment as to later cure itself by processes which
did not notice
every
willful
offense
criminal
ing
as a
right of plain men everywhere it has would assuredly set In.
girl
the little
Aims of American People.
proclamawrongs,
presidential
violation of the
The wrongs, the very Uen
been made diligent use of by the mas
passed
when
she
promul
ters of German intrigue to lead the committed in this war will have to be tions relating to alien enemies
through the room.
7
But they gated under section 4067 of tne
people of Russia astray and the peo righted. That, of course.
Edwlna wore her
appropri
nrovldlng
and
Statutes
by
rnrighted
the
not
cannot
must
be
and
country
f4every
ple
their
of
other
LAUDS
warm
coat
RESTORE
winter
MUST
agents could reach In order that a commission of similar wrongs against ate punishments, and women as well
and
as men should be included under the
premature peace might be brought Germany and her allies.
T WAS Christmas eve In Durgan's
and her fat
The world will not permit the com terms of the acts placing restraints
about before autocracy has been
department store, and to the hapfingers were snugtaught its final and convincing lesson mission of similar wrongs as a means uñón alien enemies. It is likely tnai
py children who accompanied their
Bays Peace for World Never Can and the people of the world put in of reparation and settlement States as time goes on many alien enemies
gled up in red parents to see the glittering lights and
men must by this time have learned will be willing to be fed and nousea
control of their own destinies.
mittens.
Be Negotiated with Present
the gorgeous Christmas toys the big
government
in
expense
ot
the
everyat
the
But the fact that a wrong use has that the opinion of the world is
got ChristTve
be
store was a palace of splendor. But
would
camps,
Masters of Germany.
it
and
been made of a just idea is no reason where wideawake and fully compre the detention
mas errands to it was not one to poor little Edna
why a right use should not be made hends the Issues involved. No repre- the purpose of the legislation 1 nave
do, mother," said Gray,
the tired little cashglrl.
nation suggested to confine offenders among Edwlna when
of It. It ought to be brought under sentative or any
she reached the door.
simIn
penitentiaries
otber
and
them
attempting
by
will
disregard
patronage
it
dare
Christmas eve Edna was very
of
This
Us
friends.
real
the
PEOPLE
FREE
goTO
be
Christmas, and I'm
FIGHTING
Let it be said again that the autoc any such covenants of selfishness and ilar institutions where they could do. "Tomorrow's
She had planned to give her
sad.
ing to buy a present for Santa Claus."
racy must first be shown the utter compromise as were entered into the made to work as other criminals
a nice Christmas present, and
"Well, I declare " Mrs. Ray sank mother
Calls for Curb on Profiteering.
futility of its claims to power or lead Congress of Vienna.
crown it all she was going to hide
to
to
began
a
laugh.
Into
plain
people
"A
chair and
here
The thought of the
world. . It is im
Recent experience has convinced me
War Not Upon Industry and En- ership In the modern
the present in one of a pair of new
possible to apply any standard of and everywhere throughout the world, lhat the Congress must go further in present for Santa Claus himself?"
stockings to hang on the choir beside
on
But
Teutons
terprise of
justice so long as such forces are un the people wbn enjoy no privilege ana authorizing the government to set lim"A real present I've got 12 cents. I
her widowed and sick mother's bed.
unsophisticated
presvery
simple
supply
and
and
have
of
the
prices.
as
law
to
money
my
checked
The
undefeated
own
self,
Bulers.
its
and
earned this
and
Autocratic
A well dressed man and women
ent masters of Germany command. standards ot right and wrong, is the demand, I am sorry to say, has been and I want to buy something for Santa
henceforth
as the little girl took a packsmiled
governments
must
can
unrestrained
done
all
by
of
law
air
replaced
the
Not until that has been
with my own money."
gloves to the bundle counter.
up as arbiter and peace breathe if they would live. It is in the selfishness. While we have elimin
age
right
of
set
8r-lcbe
Newi
Vnlon
Newpap
"Very
well,
am
sure
Santa
I
dear.
Wotrn
full disclosing light of that thought ated profiteering In several branches
among the nations.
"She looks like Beatrice," whispered
enough to be
Washington, Iec. 5. President Wll- maker
that all policies must be conceived ana of Industry it still runs impudently Claus will be pleased
as
done
been
when
that
has
But
woman softly, nnd the man nodthe
go
to
You
remembered.
had
better
son delivered to Congress an address God willing
assuredly will be we executed in this midday hour of the rampant in others. The farmers, for Smith's store."
ded, with a smil
it
in
important
so
Tuesday considered
at
be free to do an unprece- world's life. German rulers have been example, complain with a great deal
shall
last
ing
recollection of
"All right," called Edwlna as she
its relation to international affairs. dented thing and this is the time to able to upset the peace of the world of justice that, while the regulation of
the little daughthat it had been transmitted In ad avow our purposes to do it. We shall only because the German people were food prices restricts their incomes, no went out.
ter tucked beIt was snowing a little just little,
vanee by the government to practical be free to base peace on generosity not suffered upon their tutelage to restraints are placed upon the prices
tween the sheets
must
things
they
them
other
of
of
the
comradeship
most
the
of
share
the
light, 'floating flakes like tiny feathers,
and justice, to the exclusion of all
ly every capital in the world.
at home dreampeoples of the world either in thought selves purchase; and similar Iniquities Inside the kitchen It had been warm
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even
to
advantage
follows:
selfish
claims
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The President
ing of Santa
They were allowed to obtain on all sides.
purpose.
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smell
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Congress:
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the
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with
Gentlemen of the
Imperatively necessary that the
own which
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their
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have
I
since
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apples,
misunderstanding.
meat, fresh cookies and
Eight 'months have
Let there be no
a rule of conduct consideration ot the full use of the mince It was cold, and the stinging
"Poor child,"
last had the honor of addressing you, Our present and immediate task is to might be set up as
Outside
also
authority water power of the country and
exercised
murmured.
he
They have been months crowded with win the war and nothing shall turn for those who
tingle.
cheeks
made
her
snowflakes
congress
the consideration of the systematic
Edna
And
when
events of immense and grave signifi us aside from it until it is accom over them. But thewill feel the that
you,
Edwlna?"
"What can I do for
full and vet economical development of
this war
returned with
cance for us. I shall not undertake plished. Every power and resource we concludes
of the asked Mr. Smith.
in
resources
now
the
such
natural
run
of
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tides
the
that
their package ho
to detail or even to summarize those possess, whether of men, of money or
I want a pair of slippers for a
consciences of free country as are still under the control
venta.
of materials, is being devoted and the hearts and
slipped somebe
should
government
will
federal
conclusions
everywhere. Its
of the
man," said bdwlna, primly.
The practical particulars of the part will continue to be devoted to that men
thing crisp and
affirmativeImmediately
and
resumed
"What size?" asked the storekeeper.
we have Dlayed in them will be laid purpose until it is achieved. Those run with those tides.
green Into her
ly and constructively dealt with at the
a
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big
ones,"
"Very
Edwlna
by
said
exPoisoned
People
Russian
reports
of
the
who desire to bring peace about be
before you in the
presslittle hand.
moment.
The
possible
earliest
manner.
grownup's
All these things have been true from
ecutive departments. I shall discuss fore that is achieved, I counsel to car
dally
is
"Merry Christlegislation
ot
ing
such
need
mys"Hum I" smiled Mr. Smith In a
only our present outlook upon these ry their advice elsewhere. We will the very beginning of this stupendous becoming more obvious.
mas I" he laughed
you
change
can
way.
"Well,
vast affairs, our present dunes ana not entertain it We Bhall regard the war. and I cannot help thinking tnat
terious
The legislation proposed at the last
as they disapthe immediate means of accomplish- war as won only when the German if they had been made plain at the session with regard to regulated com them after Christmas If they on't
peared in the
ing the objects we shall hold always people say to us, through properly ac- very outset the sympathy and enthusamong our exporters, in or- fit"
crowd.
In view.
credited representatives, that they iasm of the Russian people might have blnations
If
Claus
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foreign
Edwlna
trade
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provide
for
to
"Oh,
thank
I Bliall not go back to debate the are ready to agree to a settlement been once for all enlisted on the side der
more effective organization ana could come all the way back from the
1"
breathed
you
causes of the war. The intolerable based upon justice and the reparation of the allies, suspicion and distrus amethod
all
ought
by
of
wrongs done and planned against us of the wrongs their rulers have done. Bwept away and a real and lasting
Edna as she
completed at this session.
They have done a wrong to Belgium union of purpose effected. Had they means to be
by the sinister masters of Germany
peeked at the bill
of
the
beg
members
the
that
I
And
have long since become too grossly which must be repaired. They have believed these things at the very moIn her thin hand.
of Representatives will permit
obvious and odious to every true Am- established a power over other lands ment of their revolution and had they House express
"Now I can get
will
opinion
it
the
me
that
to
erican to need to be rehearsed.
and peoples than their own over the been confirmed In that belief since, be impossible to deal in any but a
Slipped Something mother's dressing
over the sad reverses which have recently
But I shall ask you to consider great empire of Austria-HungarInto Her Hand.
and extravagant fashion
sack and stock
again and with a very grave scrutiny hitherto free Balkan states, over Tur- marked the progress of their affairs very wasteful
enormous appropriations ot
with
the
nice things l"
other
by
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governtea
measures
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be
must
and
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objectives
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our
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which we mean to attain them; for relinquished.
ment of free men might have been the public
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tinue to be made If the war
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and
Germany s success by skill, by induiVj avoided.
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the purpose of discussion here in this
In
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by
place Is .action, and our action must try, by knowledge, by enterprise, we
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The Russian people have been pois- properly
over
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a
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move straight towards definite ends. did not grudge or oppose, but admired oned by the very same falsehoods that will consent to return topreparing
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Impatient
all
an
initiating
and
practice
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Our object is, of course, to win the rather. She had built up for herself a have kept the German people in the
through a single
"Cash" took the package, and It
war. and we shall not Blacken or sur real empire of trade and influence, se- dark, and the poison has been admin- appropriation bills
in ord.er that responsibility
dropped from her tired fingers to the
fer ourselves to be diverted until It cured by the peace of the world. We istered by the very same hands. The committee,
may be centered, expenditures stand
floor. She stooped to pick it up, and
is won. But it is worth while asking were content to abide the rivalries of only possible antidote is the truth. It
ardized and made uniform and waste
question,
when
commerce
answering
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too
and
manufacture, science and
cannot be uttered too plainly
as she did so her fingers came in conpossible
and duplication as much as
shall we consider the war won?
that were involved for us in her suc- often.
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avoided.
From one point of view it is not cess and stand or fall as we bad or did
From every point of view, therefore,
such as men carry. She
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matter. I do not doubt that the An to surpass her.
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vacant of shop
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erlcan people know what the war is
But at the moment when she had these specific interpretations to what Congress
pers, and out
about and what sort of an outcome conspicuously won her triumphs of I took the liberty of saying to the effect the most efficient
there she peeked
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change a pair of given the money
action consider the war to be for, and what they do with their own life, them candidly and fearlessly. As al very institutions we live under from north pole Just to
slippers, but she said nothing until and wished her
and destruction.
what part we mean to play in the set either industrially or politically. We ways, the right will prove to be ex corruption
The purposes of the Central Pow- Mr. Smith showed her a very large a Merry Christtlement of Its searching Issues. We do not purpose or desire to dictate to pedient.
ers strike straight at the very heart pair of flowered slippers.
mas
the lovely Peeked Into The
are the spokesmen of the American them in any way. We only desire to
Asks Immediate War on Austria.
of everything we believe In; their
people and they have a right to know see that their affairs are left in their
How good old Santa would enjoy lady with him
Pocketbook.
we do, then, to push this methods of warfare outrage every
shall
What
comfortable slippers I
called him
whether their purpose is ours. They own hands, in all matters, great or great war of freedom and justice to
had
those
knightly
of
humanity,
deslm neace by the overcoming of small. We shall hope to secure for its righteous Conclusion? We must principle of intrigue and
"Will 12 cents be enough?" asked "George" and yet If she went to that
has corrupted
evil, by the defeat once for all of the the peoples of the Balkan peninsula clear away with a thorough hand all honor; their
address she would not have time to
spirit
of many Edwlna, anxiously.
very
thought
and
the
peace
sinister forces that Interrupt
and for the people of the Turkish em- impediments to success and we must of our people; their sinister and se"Ho, ho, hoi" laughed Mr. Smith. buy the things for her mother.
and render it impossible, and they pire the right and opportunity to make make every adjustment of law that cret diplomacy has sought to take our "Twelve cents? No. Edwlna.
The
When she was outside the store at
vieh to know how closely our thought their own lives safe, their own for- will facilitate the full and free use of very territory away from us, and dis
price of these slippers is $2."
closing hour she found herself in a
the
we
action
inwhat
and
theirs
with
oppression
or
against
secure
tunes
"hs
our whole capacity and force as a rupt the union of the states. Our
guess I won't take them," fal- mist of flying snowflakes. A friendly
"I
propose.
forof
dictation
from
the
justice and
fighting unit.
safety would be at an end, our honor tered Edwlna as she left the store.
policeman told her how to reach the
eign courts or parties.
"Ugly Face" Must Be Crushed.
One very embarrassing obstacle forever sullied and brought into conEdwlna hurried away from Smith's address she wanted.
No Wrong Against German Empire.
that stands in our way is that we are tempt were we to permit their tri- store
They are Impatient with those who
and went to a little 10 cent store,
but not with umph. They are striking at the very
A pretty housemaid opened the door
desire peace by any sort of comprom
And our attitude and purpose with at war with Germany
wore nil sorts of things she could
Here
very
earnestliberty.
I,
allies.
therefore,
democracy
her
and
indignantly
impatient,
deeply
and
existence of
and
cried out In alarm when a very
regard to Germany herself are of a
lse
hard
cold and bewll- It is because it is for us a war of buy with her money, but It was might
We intend no wrong ly recommend that the Congress imbut they will be equally impatient with like kind.
us If we do not make it plain to them against the German empire, no inter- mediately declare the United States high, disinterested purpose, in which to choose something Santa Claus
dered little girl
.
There wero bookssuch nice
all the free peoples of the world are like.
what our objectives are and what we ference with her internal affairs. We In a state of war with
fell In a heap at
banded together for the vindication stories, too. One in particular, called
are planning for In seeking to make should deem either the one or the othfeet.
her
Does it seem strange to you that of right, a war for the preservation of "Patty and Her Pitcher," was so deconquest of peace by arms.
er absolutely unjustifiable, absolutely
"Why, it's the
I believe that I speak for them when contrary to the principles we have this should be the conclusion of the our nation and of all that it held dear lightful that Edwlna was sure Santa
little cashglrl !"
I say two things: First, that this in professed to live by and to hold most argument I have Just addressed to of principle and of purpose, that we Claus would like it. So she paid 10
Mrs. '
exclaimed
to
indoubly
is,
constrained
not.
you?
It
in
is
the
It
fact,
ourselves
felt
through
as
a
which
masters
our
of
life
thing
the
nation.
sacred
tolerable
cents for that, and with the remaining
who
had
Lawton,
only
that
logio
outcome
said.
of
Its
propose
I
have
what
evitable
being
us
for
Germany
people
are
ugly
of
shown
The
the
of Germany have
two sticks of red
followed her husis for the time being which is righteous and of irreproach- 2 cents she bought
face, this menace of combined Intrigue told by the men whom they now per- Austria-Hungarcandy.
striped
band into the
and force which we now see so clear mit to deceive them and to act as not her own mistress but simply the able intention, for our foes as well as and whiteshe showed these things to
When
ly as the German power, a thing with their masters that they are fighting vassal of the German government. We for our friends. The cause being Just
hall.
out conscience or nonor or capacity for the very life and existence of their must face the facts as they are and and holy, the settlement must be of her father and mother they did not
Edna's hand '
act upon them without sentiment In like motive and quality. For this we even smile, but they said they were
for covenanted peace, must be empire, a war of desperate
struggled into her
noble
nothing
less
can fight, but for
this stern business.
against deliberate aggression.
sure Santa Claus would be pleased.
crushed, and if It be not utterly
pocket, and she
or less worthy of our traditions. For
The government of Austria-HungarNothing could be more grossly or
brought to an end, at least shut out
"I shall hang a stocking for Santa
brought out the
from the friendly intercourse of the wantonly false, and we must seek by is not acting upon its own initiative this cause we entered the war and for and put these things in it," said Ed
pock etbook. "I
nations; and, second, that when this the utmost openness and candor as to or in response to the wishes and feel- this cause will we battle until the last wlna, and on the stocking she pinned
guess it is yours.
thing and its power are indeed defeat- our reu alms to convince them of its ings of Its own peoples but as the in- gun is fired.
a note saying:
plainly
this
spoken
because
What time Is it
I
In
have
fighting
must
of
We
strument
we
We
comes
another
nation.
can
are
fact
that
falseness.
ed and the time
"From a little girl who loves you."
seems to me the time when we should
please? Will I
discuss peace when the German peo- for their emancipation from fear, meet Its force with our own and
the
She went happily to bed, and
the central powers as but one. speak plainly, in order that all the
have time to get
ple have spokesmen whose word we along with our own, from the fear as
well as from the fact of unjust attacks The war can be successfully conduct- world may know that even in the heat next thing Edwlna knew It was Christ
can believe ana wnen tnose spokesmother's preseand ardor of the struggle and when mas morning. She hopped out of bed
men are ready in the name of their by neighbors or rivals or schemers af- ed in no other way.
nts?"
The same logic would lead also to our whole thought is of carrying the and ran into the warm living room to
people to accept the common Judg ter world empire.
Mr. Lawton
not
we
end,
have
through
to
its
No one is threatening the existence a declaration of war against Turkey war
ment of the nations as to what shall
Carried Her Into a pl(.ked ner up in
see if Santa had been there.
any
principle
for
or
ideal
henceforth be the bases of law and or the independence or the. peaceful and Bulgaria. They also are the tools forgotten
Beautiful Room. nls gtrong- - arms
What a wonderful array of toy:
of Germany. But they are mere tools which the name of America has been
of covenant for the life of the world enterprise of the German empire.
furniture,
and
doll
house
and
dolls
carried her Into a beautiful living
and
among
the nations and
The worst that can happen to the and do not yet stand in the direct held in honor
we shall be willing and glad to pay
books and games end toy dishes, a lit room, and the maid vanished to fetch a
the full price for peace, and pay it detriment of the German people is path of our necessary action. We for which it has been our glory to
a rocking chair and cup of hot broth.
We know what that this, that if they should still, after the shall .go wherever the necessities of contend in the great generations that tle fur muff and
ungrudgingly.
'
so many other things I
price will be. It will be full, impar- war Is over, continue to be obliged to this war carry us, but it seems to me went before us.
A half hour later the Lawton took
A supreme moment of history has
Edwina clapped her hands and Edna home In a great warm motortial justice justice done at every live under ambitious and intriguing that we Bhould go only where immedpeople
eyes
have
the
of
the
peace
has
taken
Joy.
"Santa
come.
The
practical
lead
to
the
and
every
disturb
masters
Interested
considerations
for
Jumped
iate
nation the final
point and to
been opened and they see. The hand book and cnndy!",she cried, and then car.
settlement must affect, our enemies of the world, men or classes of men us and not heed any others.
This Christmas Edna will not be a
The financial and military measures of God Is laid upon the nations. He she found a little note signed "Santa
whom the other peoples of the world
as well as our friends.
which must be adopted will .suggest will show them favor, I devoutly be Claus." "Thank you, dear little Ed1 cashglrl in a store. She Is in school
You catch, with me, the voices of could not trust, it would be imposhumanity that are in the air. They sible to admit them to the partnership themselves as the war and its under- lieve, only If they rise to the clear wlna, and a Merry Christmas to you," now, and her future looks bright,
row dally more audiblemore articu of nations which must henceforth takings develop, but I will take the heights of His own Justice and mercy.
thanks to her friends the Lawtons.
It read.
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On account of this being our busiest
month during the year and also on account
of having to make an extensive Government Report of our business standing we
are compelled to curtail the work f ur

During the Red Cross Drive beginning
on the 17th and ending Christmas Dec.
25th, We have decided to help you, to
help the Roy Chapter and to help the
U. S. Government.

firewood

trespass

Please take notice that
DURING THE MONTH
OF DECEMBER
WE
WILL SELL FOR CASH
ONLY AT REDUCED
PRICES.
YOU HELP US AND
WE WILL HELP YOU.

Albert, N. M.

For Sale
One Twin Indian Motorcycle

Jersey Cow
Typewriter
Walking Cultivator
5 hoe Grain Drill
Two Row Corn Planter
Cream Separator
5
rifle

Call at residence, 8 miles south
of Roy N. M,

KELLEY- -

Will sell twenty eight acres,
more or less, portion of Cress
Addition to the town of Mills.
Blocks 18 and 19 platted, balance
of 28 acres unplatted. All figured as acreage. Price $35.00 per
acre. Address S. E. Pelphry
French. N. M.

Croup

In a child that is subject to' ett&cks
of croup, the first indication of the disease is hoarseness.
Give Chamber
lain s Coujin Remedy as Eton as t he
child becomes hoarse and the attack
may be warded eff and all danger and
anxiety avoided.

It is our aim and desire to show the outside world the Patriotism of the People of
Roy and vicinity. We therefore offer to
anybody, who is not now a member of the
Red Cross or who desires to become a
member the following:
.

Anybody who

it

With every $5.00 cash
purchase of Groceries except flour and sugar we
will give oie 25 c. Thrift
Stamp.

buys,be-tvvee- n

now and Christmas, $10. worth of Dry
Fancy Goods
Goods,
Ladies, Childrens and
Mens furnishing goods,
Hats, Caps, Shoes or
Trunks or anything in
Holiday Goods or Toys

"Foremost" Highest Patent flour $2.95 per sack.
"Swan Down" Patent
Flour, at $2.90 per sack..
Anything Else in proportion.

25-3-

i

i

V e will reduce prices ia anything in tiio
Grocery and Provision line, wherever it
is possible to do so

Bay Marc

to Prevent

Red Cross Chapter of
Roy

office force. Therefore:

persons

is positively forbidden by me and I
will prosecute any and all tres
passers under Section 39, Stat- uiesoi XNew Mexico wno are
found trespassing in any man
ner on any of my lands.
T. E. MITCHELL,

How

New-Mexic- o,

Presents! &S&S?

Trespass Notice

Mrtll R'

V

Headquarters for Useful
CHRISTMAS and Holiday

Upton Bro's.

One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One

Department of the Interior, United
SUtcs Land Office. Clayton. N. M.
December 7, 1917.
To the Heirs of Amos J. Cherry
d.
ceased of Springfield, III. Cont?stee-Yo- u
are hereby notified that Cristiano Itigoni, who gives Roy,
as his Postoffica address, did,
on May 25th. 1917, file in this office hU
duly corroborated application to contest and secure the cancellation of your
nomestead entry, Serial number 0G74S,
made April 3d, 1908, for. W SEi and
Ej SwJ, Section 10, Twp. 21N.,Rng. 20
E, N.M P.M. and, as grouns for his
content he alleges that the heirs of said
mos J. Cherry hive not resided on,
said land nor cultivated same nor kept
up the improvements thereon since the
death of said entryman which occurred in or about the year 101 1, that the
names ot the heir of the said Amos J.
Cherry, deceased, as nearly as this
contestant knows, are Mrs. Flora Baker, Ben W. Cherry and John Cherry,
all of whom reside, as contestant is in
formed and believes, in Springfield,
Illinois, that he does not know the ages
of said heirs, but has reason te believe and does believe that they are all
years of age.
ever twenty-en- e
You are, therefore, further aetifltd
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confess
ed by you, and your said entry will be
cancelled thereunder without yeur further right to be heard therein, either
before this effioe r en appeal, if you
fail to file in this effice within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication ef
this notice, as shown below, your answer, under oath, specifically Meeting
and responding to these allegations of
contest, or if you fail within that time
to file in this office due proof that you
j have served a copy or your answer
on the said contestant cither in person or by registered mail. If this
service is made by the delivery of a
copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must Le either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy, showing the date of
its receipt, or tho affidavit of the person by whom the delivery was made
stating when nnd where the copy was
delivered; if made" by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of tho person Ly whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it; was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
by the postmaster's receipt for the
letter.

"The House of Service"
Is the

All wood sold, by the cord 8x
4x4 feet regardless of length.
At the old Lee West place,
miles auth and east of Roy,

tf,

J

X

NOTICE OF CONTEST

4

4-fo- ot

ims is to warn an
that Hunting, cutting
and all other forms of
upon any of my ranches

.

049

Come and get your Wood!
Saw has not yet arrived but
have plenty good solid wood
in
lengths, $4.50 per
Cord.

41

hopper

newspaper writer.

The ciards contain a short poem
comparing the chili strings to be
seen hanging along the wayside
in New Mexico, to holly wreaths.
western stars and native pines
are compared to natures Christmas trees and a message of true
Southwestern heartiness is con
tained in the graceful verses.
They can be had at local
.
stationary or drug stores, or
from the author by writing to
Elwood M. Albright, Box K,
Santa Fe, N. M. The cards re
tail for 5 cents each.

N

ft

A Christmas card which has
gained popularity the past few
seasons has been originated by
Elwood M. Albright a New Mex
ico

10

You should state in your answer the
name of the postoffice to which you
desire future notices to be sent to you.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Date of first publication, Dec. 15; 1'JlT
- second
- 22 - -

third
fourth

-

...

.

- -

Jan.

-

2'J - 5 191

LODGE DIRECTORY

1.

A membership for one year in the Red
Cross, Or if you buy $20.00 worth we
will pay your membership for one year for
two dollars which includes the Red Cross

O. O. F.

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

.

Eve$ng

Magazine. Our Mr. J. Floersheim is
authorized by the Red Cross Chapter to
receive and receipt for Membership Fee.

Visiting Brothers always

wel-

come.
Wm. G.

R. C. Grunig, N. G.
Johnson Sec'y.

Take advantage of this liberal offer.
Rebekah

I

Degree

HARMONY1 LODGE No. 24

Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O.O. F.Hall
N G.
Grace W. Gibbs
Grace V. Ogden Secy.
-

Stop raising scrub chickens,
Buy a pen of thoroughbred White
Wyandottes and start right. The
worlds best laying bred under
any and all conditions.
Will make you a pen of this
years pullets and cockerel the
same blood or different blood at
$1.00 per head.
Wm.

ROY, and SPRINGER, New Mexico.
House"'
PT"The
one-Pri- ce

í&k' JIlL JSk

JliL

Jili

Brashears

Go to the ROY CAFE for
A Good Square Meal.
First door South of the Bank
Roy, N. M.
FOR SALE:- - A Steinway Piano
Enquire of
reasonable.
MrsJ. S. Russel, Roy, N. Mex.
FOR SALE:- - Good Ford 1917.
S?e it at Variety Machine Wcrks
W2 pd.
Roy, N. Mex.
ISLAND
RHODE
RED
COCKERELS for SALE Enquire of G. B. Hall, Roy N.M.
--

Born Together.

Iloldncss and power are such
companions that they apprni
to be born together; and when once
divided, they both deeny and die at
the same time. Henry Venn.
Insep-arabl-

Visitinp; Sisters welcome

American Is Versatile.
Swiss hoAt n certain
tel, during one of his summer holidays
In Switzerland, according to William
V. Howe In Case nnd Comment, Joseph II. Chonte had just finished that
dlslressln nnd gnstronomlcnlly ills- task, ti table do hole din- nppointin
ner on the Swiss plan, when he was
heartily greeted hy un English gentle-mawho had fat at the opposite end
of the table. The Englishman said:
"We have been observing you, ns un
American, with much Interest, and I
want to osk you n very Impertinent
question, if I may. What are you hy
occupation or profession? Won't you
he good enough to tell me, because my
wife says you are a clergyman, my
daughter insists you arc an actor, and
I nay you are n lawyer. We tnn't ail
be right." "Yes, you can," Instantly
retorted Mr. Choate. "I am something
of all three three In one. I preach n
good deal, act n little, and practico
more or les law which means that I
am an American lawyer. Tell your
wife and daughter you nl) fuwwrd
right."
well-know- n

n

Knowledae

of Cyclones Grows.

Origin of Life.

Within a few years modem science
has done much to increase our knowl-- I
edge of cyclones, and the sailor of to- day Knows not only In what region to
poci
"ul "u lms msu 'ouuieu
1,10 r"th
wllIcn tl,py movc uud dI'
reetiun of the wind. Hy means of ,
"storm card?," which ore somewhat
diflicult to describe, but the use of
which Is comparatively easy,; the ma- riner knows how to steer his vessel to j
avoid the violence of a gale, and If he
Is very skillful may even make the
cyclone help him ol 11s way. Cyclones
are always accompanied with rain,
generally so violent as to he called a
When the air Is com"cloudburst."
pletely saturated with the moisture nnd
a "whirl" is formed, the heated stratum Is not carried to a great height
Tho upward current being" strong, a
vast mass of partially condensed
Is accumulated In the upper end
of the funnel, so to speak, until It
finally breaks of Its own weight. '
I
j

Ta-p-

The many speculations that have
been published concerning the origin
of life on tho earth and on any other
bodies In the universe where It may
possibly exist usually assume that, In
tome way or other, "life germs" nro
transported across the gulfs of space
from one planet to another. Thus it
ms been suggested that life may have
bwn brought to tho earth In meteors,
One of the most recent suggestions Is
that minute "life germs" may escape
from the atmosphere of u planet In
which life exists, just as molecules of
the atmospheric gases are believed to
escape from our terrestrial ntmos
phere, and may be driven bjj light
pressure to some world where physical conditions hnve become suitable
to support life. While there Is nothing essentially absurd in these hypotheses, It Is not clear why their authors should takt it for granted that
life cannot originate de novo on &
cooling pi net.

Scientific American.

Contajjiousnets of the Smile.
Anything w hich makes us smile produces within us the healthful excitation which gives us' the pleasant emoTho
tions associated with smiling.
song which calls up the action of smiling In our minds calls up at the sanu
time a mental echo of the actual expeDon't Think of Yourself.
rience and so puts us, as wo sing it
In an ai tide about Imaginary trouor
hear it in a pleasant, happier fntmo
bles In the American Magazine, Dr.
keeps us strong and well. There
and
Jamos J. Walsh says: "Indeed It Is much to show this. The contagiousseems, after a while, as though, If ness of smile '.s quickly proved. Tako
a
people have no real sources of worry a child into a. crowded btrcet car or
to occupy them, they create some. If elsewhere.
If there is not a great
u man has occupation of n:!jd enough counter attraction even the grouchlcst
himto keep him from thinking about
crab around about will soon or lto
self, then he is saved a groat many smllo back at the cherub. Exchange.
of the solicitudes that less occupied
people take so much to heart that they
worry themrelves nearly sick over
them, njul sometimes actually do so.
David llarum uttered a very profound
WIOEMAHN'S
truth when he said, 'It's n mighty good
thing for a dog to have fleas, because
UNSWEETENED
It keeps hlra from thinking too much
EVAPORATED
about the fact that he is a dog. Mankind 'actually seems to need some real
9
source of worry, or It will make them
The Incomparable Baby Food
made-uup, and the worst is that the
The Perfect Food for Invalids
Workt wanders im rettoriog hsnllli to thM j
worries are almost insoluble. You can
Mosaic
uffcriBg with tubérculo
push through tho real difficulties that
treuUM. fiMiUTrlvM)lrMlBpruii
I inUntila malnutriltea.
cause the other sort of worries, and
AT LKADINa DRUGGISTA
o get them behind you for u while,
Tim
Pal p ia
'nit an imaginary worry stays by lu- eruilnubly, unios you can throw it WICEMANN;GCAT. M ILK EH.
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